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HALLO.WEEN FUN HAS JUST BEGUN, STORY PAGE 2 .

The Ne w Hampshire
Appr oval ·of plans .
.for new apar tmen t
comp lex postp ~ned ·

SBP Mike Desmarais and SBVP Chris Sterildale listen to info on the new dorm decision at
la$tSaturday's Capital and Strat~gic Plan~ng Committee's meeting (Mike Parnham, photo).

Ex-.Physics .librar ian files ·grieva nce
Marden rer.nair1:~ :. "ojJtimi stic'·''€l.bout future:· ," ·
.

By.Ace Eaton On August 31, UNH noti:· ;: fled Rebecca Marden, Physics
-librartari, that .she would· be
· dismissed in 90 day_s. Marden
consequently filed a -grievance
suit against UNH in hopes of
regaining her job. Thesuitwas
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personal opinion, let them sue -- them."
Farah was unavailable for
me if they want. . .I want to
Katz alis~ refused to
comment.
,
.
.
.
make that clear."
- Barbara F ~ . technical talk about personnel.
The.r~ have been a number
branch library associate .professor _who joined the library ofletters written to Mulhern in

staff in 1988, was Marden's

support ofMarden's case. the
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By Jonathan Arthur
Completion . of the new fusing reports and opposition,
Student Apartment Complex said Steve Mc.Auliffe, chairman
~ay be -delayed another year. 9f the main committee. "The
A decision was made by, the . p~oblems are policy pr9blems.
Capital and Strategic Planning .. from what I hear today there
_Committee of the University is no consensus," said McAu-·
liffe;System of New Hampshire
with
point
sticking
main
A
(U-SNHJ last Saturday to set" up
numthe
involves
trustees
the
. a subcommittee for further
ber o( beds in the proposed
. study of the project.
Approval of the design for housing. The pus~ees want 600
·
the new complex will be post- beds in the complex; the cur"'." .
poned by the board for thirty to rent proposal contains only
sixty days, pepding suggestions 550.
Before the decision, Desfrom the subcommittee: The
presented a petition to
marais
added -set-back could mean ,
containing apcommittee
the
construction will .not be com'.student sig..:
3000
proximately
1992.
of
fall
the
pleted before
The subco~itte consists . natll:Tes ~ainst. t4e . proposed .
of USNH Trustee Bert Bour- complex design. "The plan does
geois, Student Body. President not fit the needs of the student
1'4ike Desmarais, and Student population," he said.
One· of the key problem$
Body Vice-Presiden t Chris
pointed out was that
Desmarais
Stemdale, as :well as additional
in one apartment'
people
six
all
·
and
.trustees., student leaders
would have to share the s&ri~
officials
ailministrati~nUNH
.
.,,;.. .
/
refrigerator. •He also cited the
yet to be determin~d.
"Students will, be without proble.ms ·i nvolved with six
~hotisipg for anotner year," said · people sharing one show~r. and
', ,'· the :relative}y small common
Deari'"Or~gg Sanborn.
,. ; B.efoie the 'd ecision wa~. area for "the students. He said
made, Trustee ·LoQis Geor- that he did-not-think that the
gopoulos said, "We have been . design would be marke-table.
. Scott Smith, who.isapartdragging it ou~ and dragging it
SasakiAssociat es, the
nerwith
.
Ol;lt. I think we sh.9uld proceed
firm responsible
archi~ectural
and get it billed."
The board voted to delay
MEETING.PAG &.8
the decision because of con-
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dismissal
Marden's·
shocked much of -the

around allegations of 1ncompetence and inability to coop-

to know Becky as one of jthe
most cmppetent, cooperative,
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John Mulhern, professor . members asked Farah to give a

his help: I am very optimis~c."

appeal hearing on October 12,

baE~ :::

dismissal said, "BeckyMarden .

the rules." ·
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,worked with are behind her
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appeal."
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HalloWe en hunt has harrowi ng happe~i ngS
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By Laura A Deame

Oh~ what terrorizing sights It reminds them too much of
met our ·eyes last Thursday Friday the 13th.
Guess what? Jason's bacl~..
night as the haywagon lumbered out ofA-lot into the dark He ran towards the haywagon.
woods b _e yond. Shrilling brandishing that famous ax. It
screams bit through thewait 2 wasagiventhathe,wasnotout
ing forest. rand the giow of a here at this time of night to cut
solitary jack-o-lantern lit our a little hardwood.
He clung to the side of
·
path;
· Welcome to the annual the wagon. his white plastic
UNH4-HHauntedHayride. For inask the only light object in
the next half-hour you will be · the suffocating darkness.
teased. titillated and terrorized · Mercifully, he spared our blood
with every element of Hallow- and our lives. sprinting away
(
through the ,t rees.
·
een macabre.
Mortal harpies shrieked
The wagon was filled with
sweet bales of hay, cushioning · and laughed hysterically, their
20 students and children who taloned · hands reaching
clung tQgether for security. through the bars of the wagon .
.· Branches eras.lied over our We ·writhed in terror, and
· heads, and the dim ·headlight wondered how they all found
·of the tractor illuminated only the same black 501 jeans to
a few ·feet ahead on the path. wear.
Smiles appeared on the
Anything could h~vehappened.
Remember the Texas faces of the victims in the back
Chainsaw Massacre? It was of the wagon. We were finally
real. The haywagon erupted in turned around, · and heading
screap1s as a madman dressed towards that oasi~ oflight atAin black with a real-live Poulin lot. The wagon rumbled off the.
chainsaw (minus the chain) · wooded path and onto the
Jumped on the side ofthe wagon paved parking lot, and imme- ·
diately the giggles started. ,
- . and di.lnbed aboard.
·-'"Yeah, that hayride was no
Men, women, a,nd children
were tossed about trying to flee big deal. I wasn.'t that scared ..,
Sure you weren't. You were
that blade from hell. Soon, it
was over~ -Breathing returned the person we saw trying to dig
to normal, and one exclama- a hole in the straw of the haytion was heard in the returning wagon, muttering p~ayers
·silenc~. "Fo1rGod's sake, get off under your breath.
We made it back to downmy foot!"
NQt manypeople like to see town Durham in one piece,
·
· dudes · walking . ar·o und in mentally_ and phy~ically. Back
p.ockey rri~s~. -canying axes. ' l, at Snively, there were a )of of

It's· that frt,!htftil time of the yearl Hope rour Hallowen isn't too scar,y (Parnham, photo).

grins from the organizers ofthe
event. Shawn Evans was one of
·
them.
Evans was part of a group
of 25 students at UNH -who
ma:ke up this area's 4:-H club:
According to Evans, the ·
hayride is the group's biggest
fup.draiser, tradition for tp~ ·

a:

past .5 years. 4-H does more
than wor~ with animals, contrruy to any other popular belief~.
·"We workwith a lot ofyouth
in the Durham area. We judge
public speaking contests, along
with working ori a lot ofle~dership projects. We're extremely

versatile."
,,, _ Yeah, and you also s'c ared
the heck out of a lot of us this
Halloween. Chris McClain, age
8, sums U tip real well: ·
"It was so scary - you
could actually feel the .chainsaw going up your leg."

NA ti ONA L NEWS B R'JE·FS
Plane crashes on
Hawaii island

People walk.streets· of -

Abortion activists

draw a crowd

Boston for peace·
:1 '

~Qnolulu -An inter-island plane carrying
,
20 person~. including 13 members of2 highschool
voUeyballteams', crashed .and caught on fire Sunday on .the island Molokai. All on board were
apparently killed, according to the fire depertme~t .
officials.
Others on board are believed to have included the Molokai highschool athletic ·director,
two to four tourists and a cr~w of two. The fire was
. out by the time the Maui fire department arrived to
· ·
thescene.

Boston, Mass. -This Sunday2,000 people
showed up for the eighth annual Walk for Peace
that started and finished on the Common. Their
10-kilometer stroll took them along the Esplanade
and through the Fenwayand raised about $14,000
for organizations such as Greenpeace, Amnesty .
.
.
International and oxfam America.· · .;
. . Paul Sanforq~ organizer-of the walk, said
the tvent attracted ~bout 15 percent more pledges
than last year•~ walk. "It certainly was a very
satisfying turnout," he said.

Inmates and guards
·injured in Pa. prison

Children slain in New
HaDlpshire 'h otel

Philadelphia (AP) - More than 90 inmates
and 70 prison guards were injured in four hours of
hand:-to-hand clashes· as guards fought to put
down a riot at Holmesburg Prison here, authorities
said Sunday. A prison spokesman said injuries
ranged from cuts to broken bones.
. ·The violence Saturdaywas'believed to be a
synipathe_tic response by inmates to a two-day
revolt earlier last week at Camp Hill state prison
125 miles away. The spokesman said tensions
were high at Holmesburg all week ·and all 1, 125 ·
tnmates,were locked in their cells except for meals.

Newbury, N.H. (AP) - An autopsy performed Sunday indicated that one or two Massachusetts children found dead Saturday in a motel
room were strangled and suffocated, officials said.
The victim's mother, Suzanne Morin of
Dracut, Mass., will be charged with two counts of
first-degree murder today, said Jeff Spencer, a .
lawyer with the New Hampshire attorney general's
office. Morin, who turned 32 on Saturday, was
listed in good condition at New London Hospital
Sunday after surgery for apparently self-inflicted
lacerations in abdomen, Spencer said. She will be
arraigned at h~r bedside,

Providence (AP) - Abortion rights activists headed off confrontations with abortion oppo..:
nents at state house rally Sunday~ but promised
a vigorous General Assembly battle to keep abortion1ega:l fu Rhode Island. The rally was sponsored·
by "Two to One: The Coalition to Preserve Choice.~-The rally drew a crowd that Capitol police
estimated at 3,000. 'organizers and legislators
who attended the rally said · the num~rs would
help convince General assembly leaders not to use
this year's Supreme Court decision allowing states
to weaken abortion rights as an opening to tamper
with Rhode Island's abortion laws.

a

F_irefighters battle_
Lake Region fire
Gilford :-- Two htlicopters and about 200
firefighters from around the Lakes Region battled
a suspicious forest fire Saturday and Sunday that
scorched more than 125 acres on the south side of
·Mount Belknap. Fifteen departments .fought the
fire Saturday and 19 'on Sunday. The fire ran from Bristol to Ossipee, ac,cording to Sven Carlson, regional ranger with the
state Forest Fire Service. The blaze is the latest in
a string of suspicious fires on the mountain since
1984.
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Ac~de 1nic Senat e.niour n_

-Mem oria l
Serv ice
to ·be
. -:-h eld for
.pr6f esso r-

death of profe ssor, tac~~ es
propo sed tuitio n incre ase

, By ~ren: McDonald

· _, On November 9 at 12:30
p.m. a memorial se:ryice will be
-b dcffor Communica tions Professor Wilburn L. Sims.
- ., The service will take place
in the Elliott Alumni Center.
· Sims, 51,:- who died of a
.h~a:i-t attack last' Tuesday,
October 24 was smvived by his
wife Friedline, six children, a .
grandson and both his parents. ·
Actively involved in · UNH
affairs, Sims taught courses in
public speaking, introductory
argmµentati on and argumentation theory and practice. He >
- was- the ' c;1dvising coordinator
for: all communicat ion majors
and a parliament arian for
Professor William ,Sims, who died of·a heart
. _Academic Senate. Sims also Communica tions
ago.
- served as chair of the theater attack one wee~
'Blackadar, St.. John's United
encouraged
are
ns
Contributio
departand communica tiop
Methodist Church, Cataract
and should go to The Bill Sims
ment in 1981-82.Dover, NH, 03820.
Ave.,
.
Trust
Funeral services for Sims Family Educationa l
John
Reverend
o
c
Fund,
week.
were held in Dover last
0

UNH tailg ating will rem ain as ·j,s ·

, Admini stration claims policy has little effect on alumni gifts
•

.

I

By Stephanie Igoe "' ·
"There is awareness of at Durham District Court
· The three-year old "new"
tailgatlngpo licyishereto .stay. safety obligations to pedestri- House on November 14. Itwa~
.... ..,,,
. According to William G. an.s walking around ·after the totally ludi~!ous."
~BrisTracy
to
A,ccoroing
...
,
driving
people
tile
to
and
game
alumni
of
Pizz~no, "'dlrecto:r
tol. "Aftertheco pleftus,peop le
activities, the tailgating regu- after the game," Hare said.
According to · behind us w~re urinating with
lations have been consistent
all\ season. Homecomin g was Pizzano, "Overall the new poli... beer cans in their hands."
An 1983 alumna who h~
cies have been working pretty
no exception.
The policy states that well."Pizza noalsosaidt hatthe . workedclose lywiththeAl umni
. "every person in the designated buffet and reception hosted by Center's . board of directors,
tailgatingare a.swillbeche cked the Alumni Center aftei:: every stated, "Homecomi ng will
to ensure they are 21 years of hom.e football game was riever be the same again." . , ··
She said that Homecomage or older." Also, tailgating "mobbed la.st week (Homecom_:
"getting out of hand,
was
ing
,
<t.
.
activities involving the con~ ing)."
are going to extremes .
they
but
g
Homecomin
past
"This
be
·
sumption of alcohol will
•limited to a period of 10:30 . more people showed up at the in enforcing the laws." .
According to the alumna,
a.m. to 12:30 p.ni., according reception than in the past, at
s were used to tell
loudspeaker
Pizzano
people,"
400-500
to guideline -#5 of the policy~. least
· .. all to dtimp out tliefr remain-'
. i·;'·When the game starts the said.
Members of the board of · ing'alcohoL She said that both
drinking ends."
Despite the alumni's in- directors at the Alumni Center Durham policemen and UNH
.
. volvement in tailgating activi- believed that it was ·unfortu- policemen were everywhere .
The alumna said she will
. ties, Robert Hare, executive . nate that ·drinking alcohol has ometotheHo fue-:
continueto·c
on
,directorofalu mnidevelopn ie!).t, become the biggest focus
.
games'
coming
Day.
g
stated that it is not the Alumni Homecomin
will not
policies
"These
that
explai'ned
Pizzano
..
ilgatete~minesta
, Centerthatd
alumni disapproval of the taJl- deter me from going... PeQple
:, ing policies.
Deciding on the rules and gating policies ~l have little' should learn to be responsible
!
, regulations is a· committee effect on alumni contribution s. when drinking, " ~ said the
: headed by J. Gregg Sanborn, . "The ov~rall alumni contribti:. .'alumna. ~Iwanttohav eagot>d
time.Jdon'tw antpeopleth rowDeari of Students, and UNH tions this year increased." _
·
up on my .shoes."
_ing
that
explained
also
Pizzano
G_.
Chief of Police, Roger
Paul Wyman, 'ql ~id, "It
ma.ny' factors influence alumni ·
Beaudoin.
Beaudoin commented that ·decisions to not contribute, was not ari · old fashioned
the three-year old tailgatjng whether it be getting a parking · Homecomin g where you kne~
. policy had .beeri reviewed ·be- ticket or not having a child you'd have a good time with
old friends." Wyman had f O
accepted to UNH.
fore this season.
Jimmy Bristol, UNH alum- personal contact with the poAccording to Hare, policies
- on tailgating changed three nus from the class ofl 984, was lice, but thought the policy
· years ago due to changes in cited for disorderly conduct at andhowitwa senforcedsh ould
,
A- lot on Homecomin g Day. be changed.
, state laws and regulations.
univeronly
the
isn't
UNH
for.
e
"UNH had to adjust to the . Bristol was -unayailabl
sity to crack down on Home. state c_hanges," Hare said. The · c01p.ment.
coming alcohol abuse.
Bristol,
Tracy
wife,
His
to
reaction
a
also'
changes are
. The University of Massa-·
when drinking and tailgating explained that "Jimmy had a
(UMASS) has a blanchusetts
in
juice
. was "free and open," said Hare. paper cup with orange
for tailgating. "No
policy
ket
him
told
and
over
came
cop
A
it.
Hare also stated that there
no more drtnking (it -. alcohol anywhere outdoors,
. -c an't be "free and open" drink- _there' was
(,
ing at A- Lot tailgating festiVi- was 12: 35). The cop then
TAILGATING, PAGE 10
handed Jimmy a citation to be
ties for safety reasons.
'

By Eriil Sullivan
The second Academic
Senate meeting of the semester
did not_begin . in the usual
business-lik e atmosphere, but
rather one of sorrow.
Larry Prelli, a represent.ative from the communicat ions
depaitment, spoke before ·the
Academic Senate about the
recentloss of Communica tions
Professor Wilburn Sims, asking that a moment of silence be
taken to remember him.
- After paying their respects
to Sims, the-Senate proceeded
to tackle the issue of the pro. posed tuition increase. An
increase offive to ten percent of
tuitipn was introduced by the
State Legislature affecting In·
State students only.
, · Gordon Haaland strongly
emphasized that this was an
action taken solely by the State
Legislation and not by th~ University.
"The University has gone
beyond what can be reasonably acceoted," and that the
University will make a "concerted effort to protect and
· preserve the modest investment
that the State has made in the
University," Haaland said.
Student · Body President
~ike Desmarais also felt very
strongly about the tuition increase,: because the change
w~~ld,~ }alee P!ac~ after tb,~
_S pring semester had already
begun, creating severe problems with fmancial aid· and
student loan adjustments .
"We (the Student Senate)
are going to fight any type of
tuition raise we are violently
against," Desmarais said.
The Senate also passed a
motion to accept the amended
Student Statement of Commitment.
The original Statement of
Commitmen t, a student honor
. code,' was passed .on April 24,
1989 and was to be sent to

applicants with their acceptance letters. This inotion,
however, was challenged because map.y senators believed
such a _document may be too
pvetwhelmin g to accompany an
acceptance letter, thus swaymg students away·from attending the University.
The amended motion was
presented by Mary Clark and
Ann Ury from the Student Life
. Committee, presented a letter
of commitmen t that not only
involved honesty in academics: but also in campus respectability.
Senator Alexandni Weill
$tated that the Student Senate
. voted unanimousl y to accept
the ammended version of the
Statement of Commitmen t.
"It shows that the University is also taking a step to- .
wards this (honesty). Students
will respect it," Weill said.
· There was, however, heated
debate whether the amended .
stc;1tement accomplishe d the
Qrigtnal goal of softening and
generalizing the original state- ·
. .
ment.
. · . Senator· Wally Keniston·
took the initiative to call some
high school guidance counselors to determine the actual
affect that the Statement of
Coriimitfue nt ·will · have on
applicants decisiops attepd
·
·
·
UNH.
Keniston found that many
of . the guidance counselors
believed that even if the ·s tu. dents were dishonest, he' or
she would sign the Statemetit,
but would do so with great
·,
thought.
thought
Keniston felt this
process is exactly -:what the
amended Statement should
accomplish, but that th~ force
of such a statement should not
be presented with the applicants ,a cceptance letter.
'
,

to
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WORL D
ANC rally we.lcomes

.

.

· pr1s~ners

.

Soweto, South Africa (AP) - The African
. National Congress held its first legal rally Sunday
since it was outlawed and into exile in 1960. More
than 70,000 people welcomed home ·seven ANC
leaders who were released recently from prison.
..We're the liymg_proof that the governmen_t
..
has failed to drive the ANC into oblivion," Cyril
RaJnaphosa, .general secretary of the National
Un.ion ofMine Workers, told the crowd. The former
ANC general secretary, Walter Sisulu was released
two ·w eeks ago after 26 years in prison. The
government gave the go apead for the. event, · ,·
though technically, it broke·a number of security
laws.

Signs of East Bloc
t1issolviri.g
-

'

/-f

:
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Washington - Mikhail Gorbachev snows
further signs of his.willingness to accept changes
in the East Bloc. A Soviet official said Sunday that
Moscow would not object if Hungary withdrew
·
from the Warsaw PacL
Gorbachev, in Finland last week, stressed
that he would not impede internal shifts in Eastern
European nations. He also said .h e was willing to.
see an end to the Warsaw Pact if the West dissolved
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

Nixon visits China.··-Beijing ,(AP) .:_ Former President Richard
Nixon met Sunday with the Education Minister Li
Tieyirig for what the Chinese desciibed as fr;mk
and sincere talks on- ·China's policy toward it's
students.
Li and other offioials have said they will
.. understand, educate and unify" most of the
hundreds of thousands of students who took part
in the protest~ nationwide,.while punishing only a
small group of leaders.
I

.·

-

"

, _

. ~ague. (AP) - A day after the bigges_t_
protest in years, activists said Sunday that the
movement here is growing but tQ.at repression and ·
fear of losing · privileges keep mos( people· from ·
. demonstrating.
In Satµrday's protest more than 10,000
people gathered in Wenceslas Sq4-are to mark the
71 st Anniversary of Czechoslovak independence.
Police be~J several dozen people and arrested 355,
.
including 17_ foreigners.

East Berliners recall
killed escape~s

Israel refutes
accusations

\

East Berlin (AP) - At least -20,000 East
Berliners obsexved a minute of silence Sunday for
those killed while trying to flee over the Berlin Wall.
It ,was the first such _public .mourning ceremony
· since authorities built the wall in 1961. . ·
_ . . : The -obse1Vance came as East Berlirt.e rs
gathered in a square (or a rally called by the Mayor
" Erhard Krack to di.s cuss reform. Similar meetings
were organized in the southern cities of Leipzig and
· Karl-Marx-Stadt as part of a government effort to ·
stop activists from staging protests to voice
demands.

~

.

Czechoslovaki a
movelllent io~ng

'

...... ,

PH ISH

-, "

J _e rusalem - Israelis lashed .oµt Sunday
at the.unknown sources who supplied NBC news
with information that Isr;i.el and South Africa were
jointly developing a nuclear missile. ~here is no
such thing as any collaboration, cooperation ·or
nuclear cooperation. between Israel ~nd South
·Africa," Prime Minister Shamir said at a meeting of
the heads of the American Joint Distribution
· Committee.
Defer,ise· Minister Yitzhak Rabin des(!ribe
the accusations as a deliberate attempt to damage
Israel's relations with the United States. Officially
the Israelis do not acknowledge that they possess
·- nuclear weapons.

-,·,

·r1

Needed·tor
Studio· Art·Classes

ROCK, BLUES, FUNK, JAZZ .....
, QI"\
-Q \el
Q~
Q~

L

..,.

••..

Doors open at

·. NOV. 2nd - 8:0,0 PM
'Granite State Room .
MUB
Advance tickets $5 at MUB ticket office
. _ · $6 ~rthe _door
.,
9lostetf 6y:9{!,w 9lampsliire Outing C(u6, !Fire.side, C.O.L.'I.,
Coa!ition for tlie 9fome{e.ss, Coof:!iful (j!ifl!if, 'EartF,, 'Day,
PS?{,, fireat '.Bay !Foot£ Coop, 5tmnesty1nternational 'Wome~'
Issues ~source Center. Sponsored 6y 9{9lOC · · ·

$7/hr
Mondqys 9-12 ·.
Tues·d ays 9:30-12:30

Contact:
Arts Dept.
PCACA201
862-2190
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The Wil dcat esse n: a who le
stor e -of hea lthy adv anta ges
By Karen McDonald

Greasy french fries, soggy
hot dogs loaded with the works,
and oily pepperoni pizza that
sags when it's picked up - the
lead sinkers of today's Ameri. can stomachs .
.- All varieties of these· foods
exist eveiywhere on our eollege
campus, whether it be downtown businesses, dining .halls
or small trailor-nin grills.
But one business which wil-1
defenditselfagainst.t his greasy,.
non-healthy food image is the
student-run Wildcatesse n Res. taurant, located under Stillings
- Dining Hall in Area I.
"We're as good, if not bette;r
in a healthy way than --other
local businesses around campus and downtown," said Mark
Blakely, manager of Wildcatessen. . "We want to be cop.sidered a healthy- place, i not
just another pizza joint."
Blakely said that he and
are conscientiou s of
staqhis
their customers and want to
. _give them the best, which includes, fresher, healthier and
cheaper (in price) food with
"lots" of variety. The Wildcatessen staff is also conscientious of the atmosphere of the
restaurant itself, cleaning it
, twice a day by sanitizing evecy
nook and_cranny.
"Our place is. ridiculously
clean," said Student Manager
Marty Goodman. But, apparently .that is not the . only rea-:
son why Goodman believes his
restaurant is one of the best.

a

Professqrs attemp t to get the 'handic ~pped involve d-

In

/

Tuesday, October 31
"Ourrestau rantasa whole has was bought in large quantities.
lots of ~dvantages ," ·. said (not as good quality).
Sociology/Anthropolog y Colloquium·- "Reflections on Research
"The dining · hall buys in
Goodman.
and . Teaching in India, 1989: An Informal Presentation ,"
A variety of salads _(from _ mass - what's the cheapest,"
Professor Deborah Winslow. Room 439, _Horton, 12:40 to 2
_garden to pasta), calzones, · said Goodman. "Wildcatesse n
p.m.
specialities like "Some Like it buys what's better." Goodman
Hot," and "Eddie Munster," deli added that-·he wasn't ranking
Colloquium - "Drugs vs_. Diet in Control of Hypertensio n: How
sandwiches (from tuna to hot oh thediningha lls. "Ifitwas_n 't · Will We Know?" Robin Gorsky. -Ph.D., Dept. of Health
pastrami), soups, frozen yogurt for them sometimes we couldn't · Manage_m ent and Policy. Solarium, University Club, Hood
and Harmony snacks ' were exist."
· Hoose, 2 to 3:30 p.m_.
Stilling's Din_ing Hall Bakmany of the items Goodman .
listed as b~ing "healthy,;; ,"well- ery- aiso supplies them .with
Men's Soccer - vs. Keene State College. Field House, 3 p.m.·
virtually all of the fresh baked
made" and "fresh."
"There's absolutely . fresh goods every day. .Betty Kelsea,
products ' everyday," said one .of the head bakers, said
Wednesday , November 1
Goodman. "Food is made, used that the bakery- makes bread
and if~not used within roughly and other specialty items such
Preregistrati on for upperclass, Thompson ~chooh and DCE'
as chocolate mint brownies,
✓ 24 hours then it's thrown out."
students for Semester II. Through Nov. 3 ~.
Salads are hot item at the chocolate peanut butter brownWildcatesse n, said Goodman. . · ies, muffins, cinnamon rolls,
Wome1fs studies Bag Lunch - Informal discussions .
Many students, and facuity dough for pizza and croissants.
Hillsborough Room, MUB, noon fo 1 p.m.
~We make different things
come in to graba healthy snack
for lunch and end up buying a every-day, so people can count
Celebrity Series - Andreas Bach. ·JQhnson Theater, 8 p.m.
salad. "I suppose it's because · on them •being fresh," said
Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290, M-F 10a-=4p
we have a variety and we don't Kelsea.
Senior Chert Woods, who
use leftovers . . . therefore,
Presentation - "Racisim, A Modern Perspective." Hear why
people can count on a crisp used to visit Wildcatesse n ofCliff and Wendy Owens Leech chose to live in poorest section
ten Tor their bakery- items, said
delight."
of Providence, R.I.: what .t hey learned and how that can be·
,. Besides the most common that the cinnamon rolls were
applied to overcome racial barriers today. Merrimack Room,
garden and chef salads, Wild- one of the best baked goods.
MUB, 8p.m.
catessen carries pocket; he~th. "111.eywere my sugar fix, late at
tabouli; and tortellini salads. ni~ht when I had to study," she
Comedy Night - MUB Pub, 9 p.m.
Each can be topped off with ·said . .
Besides -t he bakery- items,
marinated mushrooms .
said that _the WildWoods
Produce for the salads
Thursday. November 2
has a good variety of
catessen
come from both the dining halls
and separate venders, said food that is healthier and less
Art Galleries Brown Bag Series ..,. Newton Washburn, a
Blakley. Occ~sionally Blakley greasier than places like Carl's
tradftional basketmake r and visiting folk artist, will be
.
will set an order with the dining and Burger King. · Although,
inteIViewed by Jane Beck.
halls for onions, green pep- she did admit that those places
Director of the Vermont .Folklife Center. Noon. Paul ~ts.
pers, etc. He added that he was were popular ·because . many
ij:
starting to order from venders
Lecture -:;. ~Maiy,Ann Evam(Holy w:ar·; George EllJot in b.er
WLDCATESSAN. PAGE 9
because the dining hall food
. Early Letters," by Rosemarie Bodenheime r, Professor ofEnglish.
Boston College. Room 129, Hamilton Smith: 12:30 to2 p.m.

Wor kpla ce adap ted for disa bled
By Sus.an Mccarter

Cale/1dar

According to Vroman, work
an effort to incorporate
disabled people into the work • is a part of life.ih this country-.
community, four UNff profes- · Belonging to a company helps
sors have teamed together to to make disabled peqple feel
_
address this need in a pro- better. .
"Making accomplish gram entitled the UNH Human
Factors Research and Devel- ments and socializing with
colleagues . .- t it is all imp<:>ropment.
The team. which is led by tant (to the disabled _persons),"
.
Neil Vroman. assistant profes- said Vro:rnan.
Vroman stressed the fact
sor of physical I edu~a_tion,
meets weekly to discuss and that certain people should not
implement ways to improve the be denied an opportµnity · beworking environmen t for a cause of their disability.
'The group works in conparticular client.
Working along with Vro- junction with the S(ate Vocaman. are John La.Course. as- tional Rehabilitatio n Division
sociate professor of engineer- of the Department of Educa. ing: Ron Crole, assistant pro- tion mi this endeavor called th~
fessor of physical education: Rehabilitat ion • Engine,erin g
.
Alice Seidel, associate prof~s- Project.
who
residents
Disabled
therapy;
l
sor of occupationa
need assistan'c e _flrst go to the
and two graduate students.
The group tries to adapt Rehabilita~o n Agency and., then~
the workplace to meet _the the agency c~ntacts the UNH
·
needs of the particular em- team.
Direct involvemen t be-'
ployee, .said Vroman. Its goal
is to enable disabled people tweeri the team and the em- .
ployee begins after the agency
the opportunity to work.
"For a long ti:tne people contacts tl].e UNH .prof~ssor.
The UNH team goes into
with disabilities have not done
work site to dis_cover
actual
the
~ what they want to do, like going ,
done to adapt the
be
can
what
at
friends
to w<;>rk and having
work," said Vroman. This site to the employee's ·needs;
project will "let people contrib- said Vroman. The team breaks
ute, earn a paycheck, although · the whole job inlo independen t
money is not the issue, there is tasks. They analyze each task
more to work than .the pay- and find which can be modified
so the disabled individual can
check, it's sati5.faction!"

perform it ..
The team realizes that a
disabled person "wants to go to ·
work and do what eve:ryone ·
else does," said Vroman. "So
we do what can . be done to
modify the environmen t, so the
employee can be as independent as possible," said Vroman.
Although the adaptations·
that they implement are mostly
technical devices, they believe
the real change must be in ·
other people's attitudes towards the disabled.·
According to Vroman, the
disabled can not be changed, ·
therefore, people must.
When the team goes into a
work site they tty to involve the
employees and co-workers as
possible. The other
much
people at the site must be re- ,
ceptive to adapting their jobs
and habits to assist the disabled employee.·
"A successful placement at
any site is heavily dependent
on the cooperation of the employer. Those without support
were not successful with the
person staying there," said
Vroman.
Vroman said one of the
most beneficial aspects of this
program was that it incorporated into the academic life.
Vroman said he has seen
much progress since the con-

as

1
•

Colloquium - "A Multi-Vocal Ethnographi c_Appreaeh to the
Study of DarCare in the .U.S., Japan & China," Prof. Joseph
J. Tobin, Anthropolog ist, Dept. of Family Studies. Room 439,
.
Horton SSC. 12:40 to 2 p.m.
Earth Sciences Colloquium - "Mesozioc Tectonics - Synthesisfor the Western Hemisphere ," Dr. Kevin Wilson·. Bcyn Mawr
College; Pa., Room 119. James, 4 p.m.
MUSO Film Series - "Jean de Florette." Strafford Room, MUB,
7&9:30p.m .
PHISH Concert - Sponsored by NHOC. Dance to blues. rock.
funk, Jazz. Granite State Room. MUB. 9 p.m. (Doors open at
8 p.m.) $5 in advance at M{!B Ticket Office. $6 at -door.
Friday, November 3

Cardiac_Arrest - Some of UNH's most proniinen~ citizen~ will
be thrown in jail to raise money for American Heart Assoc.
Support a great cause: enjoy refreshment s and learn where
you stand against America's· #1 killer. Sena~e/Mer rimack
Room, MUB. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (Sponsor Phi Kappa Theta)
Political S~ience _Colloquium - "Contemporary- Ideological
Conflict in Mexico," Juclith Gentleman. Room .325, Horton
SSC, 2:15 to 3:15 p.m, . ·
Men's. Swimming - vs. Connecticut . Field House, 4 p.m.
Women's Swimming - vs. Connecticut . Field House, 4 p ~m.
things for the employee.
eeption of the program.
"What we are doing is cruis
~ One ·area of progress
that the possibilities -of jobs cial · and necessary- if people
·has expanded tremendous ly.. . with disabilities are going to go
said Vroman. Major companies to work." sa\d Vroman. "I would
are making a large assortment like to see our "project keep
of devices to aid the disabled. It going at UNH. but not be satishas become more of a process fied with the status quo, thinkof matching the right_ device ing ahead, how to do it better.
than actually creating new That's how.things progress."

,.
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·What cto ·you think about the:possible mid~yea~ tuition. .hikefor in..: :stc1te
students?

· "I guess I disagree with ft
because if they are going to .
give a tuition hike, they should
give ample time for people to
make alternate plans if they
can't afford the hike."

.Car,rie Babbitt
Political Science
Senior

"Jt's the sorfofthing thathappens,
especially with, the ·state · loslng
money the way it is. It's too bad it
has to happen."

.
Scott McCue
Electrical Engineering
·
.Graduate

"I'm glad that it's not ,for me
"I hope that the quality of
education will be worth the
because I'.m out of state, but I feel
It's . really , _sony for the in- staters who ha"'.'e
tuitiori · hlke.
unfortunate for people who can't
"to pay for their own_schooling. 'If
they're going to do it at all, they · - ·
afford it, however, the issue is .
should wait until the end of the .. ·
not black and white."
year~"
John Willis ·
Christine Boland
Psychology·.·
Biology
· Sophomore .
·o.c.E.
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. Major.Retailers··.selling ALL Types of E_q uipment
I

X-~dUNTRY & DOWNHILL

WHERE?·
WHEN?

Dayl
Day2
Day3
Day4

Wed.
Thr.
Fri.
Sat.

~

•

~

· . New.

.

••

. . , ·~

75 % OFF

Granite State Room -- MUB
4 days November 8-11
November 8 · 9ain--6pm N ovefilber 9 9am~-6pfn
November ·1 0 ·1 oam--7pm
Nove~bei: 11 10am--5pm
\

.
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,HIV TESTING & COUNSELING: Anonymous
·an_d confidential; ~vailable at the Office of ·
O~EN SKATING AT SN!VELYARENA; Begins Health Education & Promotion. Mon. 9-3;
October 28, Sat/Sun l:30 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.; Tues. 9-1. Call exk3823 for an appointment.
M1m/Wed/Fri noon-2 p.m.; Tue/Thr 12:30
p.ni.-2 p.pi. StudentIQ's or Recreation passes LESBIAN SOPPORTGROUP: Meet in-Resource
gcod for any ope:n skating; guest passes may Room, 249, .Health .Services. Tuesdays: 8~9
be purc;h.ased only on weekends. Adults $2. 50; p.m. 4:30-5:30 p.m. (faculty&stafl); Wednes. Children $1.50. Information: Rec. Sports, days: 12noon-l p.m. Information: 862'-3823 . .
..
8€2-2031 ,
, ROUPS: Health Services,
CAY SUPPORT _,.G
X-t'.::OUNTRY SKI CLINIC: Sponsor~d byNHoc: , Tuesdays: 3-4 p.m. ; Conference Room, #20 lA;
Resource
. A short clinic for ~-tountiy ski enthusiasts. 4:30 - 5:30 p·.m. (faculty &
- 9:30 ·
m./8
.
'
p
5-6
Wednesdays:
#249;
Room,
XUNH
.Assistant
presented by Bill Kimball.
Country Ski Team ,Coacp.. · Types of skis, p.m., Conference Room. _#201A. Information:
·
w~ngprocedur e~. physk,a l training and more. : 862-3823. ·
Tue~day, November 14, Sulliyan Room, MUB,
7 to~, p .m. Free to NI1OC members withmem.- . ACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Fridays, ··
. Room · 201A. ·' conference .Room, 2nd Floor,
bership card, $1 for non-members.
· i-lealth Seivice Ceriter. 1-2 p.m. >
ATHLETIC$'I\NJl RECREATION ·
0

:sfuffl.

· BIRTI-I CONTROL: Wedne&gay, November l,
3rd Floo_r, Congreve South, Tp;fo . .

GEN~RAL

MUB MINI-COURSE INSTRUCTORS NEEDED:
-N ative ,~ «?~can Indians convei:ged on UNH-to· c~lebrate a_. F_
ot sj,ring Semester: new ideas welcome - MASSAGE: Wednesday, November 1, Fitness
Full MOOIJ 1{~est Festival on Satw:day. (Brian White, photo) · have f arid earn some money tool Apply at Room, W!lli~son. 7 p.m_. · '
/
Student Activities ProgrammiI1g, (862-1001),
RE~TI9N.J ~rJ'M~~19~: -~,,~ed;Q~~cl~. No~ .
-~8 a.m.~4:-30 p.m. Deadline - J?ecember 1.
vember 1, Main Lounge, Alexander Hal.I; .8:30
ROLLERSKATING PARIY: Sponsored by Hillel, p.Ill.
' .. " ....
Jewish Student Organization. Ice cream
suhda,! parcy afteiwards. Wednesday, No- MEETINGS
vembe::- 1, 1?appy .W heds in Ports.mouth, 6
ACCOUNTINC STUDENT ASSOCIATION -_·
p.m. (Vleet in the MUB main entrance)
J3y John De>herty
MEETING: .Brio~,D.uesl Tuesday, 9cto1;>er 31, · ·
.
Heads were turned on pected.,.
$HOW:
HORSE
IATE
U:NH INTERCOLLEG
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·.:_--~·UNH hostS French colloqu ium) .
.· GREA"r BAY FQ9D. COO{!: A nonfpfflflt or- 1, Room 231, Spaulding Life &lence, 7 p.m. 1i;
C: I nternatiOnal event features .
ganization §eUirig ,gQC>q '· who}eso:r;ne food at UNH COLLEGE REPUBLICANS MEETING: Be t
goocfp'tfces. Non°'memtiers may shop for 10% ,involved in the political process and make i "
range Of 1f)th -Cent_u ry topics
off during October in /celebration of Nati~nal difference. Help bring speakers to UNH, attend '~
1

·-

.

By Tyche Hotchkiss

. .

:

;i· ..

'

C.o?P Montp.. "' Wedne~days~ H_uq};>flrd. ·Hall. leadership seminars throughout the northeast
Recr~afion Lou1-i'ge, .4:3o·:_· 7 p'.m. -.: ' _ i 1 <~· - and nieetinteresting people. Thursdays. Room;
19, Ham Smith, 7 p.m.

French students and s~hol- France.,.
. Plenaeyspeaker , Professor
• ars, from the tJn1tec;l~_tate~ _a nd :
/
'/
abroad, arrived in Durhaµ1 last , L. J~oss Chambers of thea Uni_ ..._ _ _ _ _ _ __ .
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A sober

view
of drinking
_By Kim Hilley

for the design, said that the
coniplex might not be completed
by the proppsed date because of
delays. "At some point we can
only do it so fast," he said. ..__
The ·p rocess of proposing
designs is frustrating, but nor.:.
mal, accordingtoSmith. One of
the. key problems he believes
the.board has is multiple agen- .
das.
. ·Whetherornotthestudents
want the new complex, the uni- _versity ,_is going to build, ·said
Georgopoulos. He said one-of
the main problems. wjth consulting the student population·
is that it changes frQm year to
).
yeai-.
The committee discussed
. the -problem of not completing
the facility in time for the fall arrival of students in · 1991.
· There was · concern that if the ·

buj).dings stay unfilled for a a cost of 18 million, will be exsemester the complex will lose pensive because it will be made
handicapped accessible, ac:money.
"I'm disappointed on be- cording to Azzi. ·
Azzi ~d the housing._w ill
half of the institution and six
thousand µnhoused students," not be set up fqr the disabled to - .
said Victor Azzi, director· of live -in, but there will be access
campus planning, in an inter- -;o handicapp<!d people. can .
view after the collll'Ilittee deci- visit.
The·complexwill also be of
sion.
Oneofthemanyproblems .higher quality thM - many of
is that the ·specifications for the ,buildings presently on
the architects have be:en campus, said Azzi. The buildchanged so many times, said ings will not be made ofwood or
Azzi. . At first there were no masonry construction, but of .
plans for singles in th~ com- steel and concrete.
Azzi said that apartments
plex, but now the design calls
. in this complex will be marketfor singles, he said.
The- issues should have . able These· buildings -will cost
been dealt with earlier, Azzi less than housing off campus.
said. Many of the people are It would be irresponsible for us
falling back-on their decisions. to build this complex if filling it
The ho}-lsing, estimated at was impossible, _he said.

· Ok, so here it is Saturday night and I still can't drink
(because of a medical condition), so what do I do? I repeat
to myself the famous line I learned in high school from
Students Against Drunk Driving, "YOU don't have to drink to
have fun." I don't believe the person who said that ever $pent
a month sober with.a campus full of drunk students. I have,
so l can easily comment Ori what it's like to attend a party.
First of all, it seems like there are people coming at you · .-I
from all directions when you enter the party- mo.s t of the;m
·
aredrunksotheycan'thelphutspillbeeralloveryou. But
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....,.
that's no big deal, is it? After the beer has been spilled on
will'be held on both Tues:- dent of the club, says the demo expected _to turn ·out in cosme someone else burns my arm with their cigar~tte; th~es ,
day and W,ednesday from 10 _involves "sticking bananas and tumes with a chemical ·theme.
no big deal either, is it? Now I've got some ridicously drunk
a.m. to 4 p.m. along with many other objects in liquid nitrogen According to Dr. Wong there
girl telling me how she's never plucked her eyebrows. Do I
other demonstrations in the and smashing·t hem against the will be all kinds 'Of chemical
·r eally care? Is this really what drunken party conversation
demonstrations to excite and
. wall." (They'll shatter!!!)
Parsons lobby.
.is all about? Meanwhile the guy on iny left i~ screaming, _
AccordingtoNorth, the _ deHghtthe young arid old alike.
Graduate students
"Dude I will defmitely get it tonight- she wants me." Is that
According to Dr. Chris
Amy Sommers ~d Viclcy Con- chem club is also in charge of
_h is main reason for being at the· ·p arty? Yes.that's what I
way are in charge of the slime an information. booth and re- Bauer. a Chemistry professor
thought. ·"Look at that hot chick over there," another·guy
operation. They encourage freshments during the Chem- heavily involved in putting
shouts. Ha, I think to myself, isn't that the girl who made
Chemistry Week together, the
stud§nts to come and "be crea- istry Week activities.
an ass out of herself falling down the stairs? •
One of the demonstra- goals of the week are three- tive with chemistry."
So now it's a journey to the bathroom, do I dare? Here
"First we want to show
The slime demo in- · tions on the alcove above the fold.
it goes- and what a mistake it is. There are about ten girls
volves the making of a clear . -lobby in Parsons will be the chemistry as an enjoyable ac-'
in line with their legs crossed saying, "Oh hyny up, I have
slimysubstance by cross-linked "magical. and practical appli- · tivity. second to point out how
to go to the_· ba,t hroom sopoo_bad!" _ Once they're in the
much chemistry is part of evepolymers of poly-vinyl alcohol cations" of superconductivity.
bathroom they totally forget how they felt five minutes ago ~
According to graduate . ryday life and three to educate:•
a nd borate. . ~ "like the borax
.and dawdle·along fixing their hair and saying, "Do you think
you clean with," says Sommers. student Mark Rogers, super- about chemical subject J;11at-I should scoop him? Is he cute? I can't really tell can ·y pu?
Participants will get to make -conductivity is "pretty ·neat." ter." '
But he's ·really nice. I don't know, what do you thirik?
The Chemistry DepartCon - Rogers himselfwill conduct the
_ Is this really what we're like when we're drunk? No · . and keep the_slime.
way says the Chemistry Week demqnstration which •will in- ment stressed that everybody ·
wonder the rest of the public can't stand ·us. We act
activities "are designed to spark volve small magnets levitating · is welcome to all of the Chemridiculous and don't even know it. Now I know what Karl
a positive interest in chemis- ~hove . the •.high temperature istry Week events. ,
must think of people when who herd to his truck at 3 a.m.
Rogers said he hopes
·
ceramic superconductors.
try~"
screaming, "Snotties, snotties, I want snotties:"
will "enlighten people · ·
week
the
.the
Tuesday n·ight
The chemistry club is
When Friday comes I will have my first drink in 30 days.
about how
chemistry;
about
Chemistrydepartmentwillhost
demonstration
a
of
charge
in
I hope I recall how idiotic drunk people can be and remember
exist with-_
couldn't
life
modern
Many
Show.
Magic
Halloween
a
nitrogen."
with
"fun
called
to act like a normal human being.
·simon North. presi- area high school students are -out it."
Kim Hilley, graphics manager, was krwwn as the
., 'Kamikaze Q~' in her drinking days.

CHEMISTRY·

continued from page 3
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the Air Force,
immediately aft~r graduation ---:-- with_o ut waiting for the
r.esults of.your State Boards.-You ·
can earn great bendits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may _qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
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American shaman and is re- ·
frozen yogurt, Wildcatessen to eat, then he is obligated to
students like those kinds of cooked," said Goodman.
sponsible for the presetvation
for."
ask
you
anything
you
get
(M
candy
retail
its
of
disposed
an
adds
The atmosphere
food.
and.passing on oflndian oral
. Warren Smith, a NaAnew item, ,a dded just two additional "plus" to tpe restau- · &M's, He_rshey bars, etc.).
.
histm:y. ,
weeks ago for its healthy ad- rant becau·s e, of its "unique- . People don't need ~at kind of tivefromNorthSanboume,dis~Native stories liaye
stuff, said Goodman. The res- played Native jewelry, acces_v antages was frozen yogurt by _ ness," said Goodman.
morals," said Seavey. '1bey
"It's a modern day Al's from taurant .stil,l carries chips and sories and books written on or
Colombo. Frozen yogurt,·which ·
teach by givfng an example of ·
is low in fat and calories, is - Happy Days," said Goodlllan. ice cream for those students by Native Ameri~ans. Smith
wha\ happens when you· live ·
spoke of the Native American
part of the-new "health craze," · The cozy single roo;m adapted who crave ."junk food."
thewi:o-ngway. There are also · ·
·"I go ·there for the Nnk respect for nature that causes
saidGoodm~n. "ltis supposed with-a stereo system and.telestories' that are purely fun. :~ ·_·
to be good for you ... better vision, is covered from wall to food," said Sophomore Bob · him touseot.he:rwisediscarded
~aughterisaspiritual uplifter." :
.wall with mi-r rors. There's no Baron. - "Late at night I enjoy - materials in his work.
than ice cream," he addM.
Seavey related Native .
~I use empty bullet
According to Goodman, · alcohol, but that is not ~ set- junky snacks."
stories/ includlrig .-::
American
bands,
hair
on
clip
a
as
shells
Ritchie
Brad.
Sophomore
Goodm~n.
to
accordj:ng
people~ especiallywom,e n, come ' back,
the Algonquin creation myth. ---.
. "It's still a good social . thought that it was a good idea . and a tin can wrapped in rawin for the yogurt. ~hey eat it in
In the story, the earth : was
, hoards." It has been a popular . scene because both over and that the Wildcatess<':!n had more hide for a 'decorative drum."
covered with __water. · _A
once
conexpressed
also
He
_
the
·more
"The
foods.
health
in
come
can
item, said Goodman. · Wild:.. _ under 21 students
muskrat smeared mud on the
sternation over mainstream
catessen changes the flavors and watch t.v.., listen to music variety, the better," he said.
back ~f turtle: ~hich eve~tu~
"Variety is the nanie of the .. cons~rvationist attitudes and
daily for the· variety. Some- and chat . with_ friends." said
ally became the earth.
,
which
with
unfairness
the
times there fs.pisfachio, french Goodman . .Many students just .game," said Goodman·. The
Seavey was pleased
treated
are
Americans
Native
advanan
has
Wildcatessen
"freshsome
on
sip
vanilla, or · almond mocha. · study,
1
witli how the day wept.
~columbo has 25 flavors .. ·. we ground" coffee and snack on tage because" of its variety. by the_government.
"It's the,first event of
"There's a lot of conPeople can come in a combine
intend to t~e advantage of some_treat. added Goodman.
1n· the area;" ·said -·
kind
it's
air.
the
up
cleaning
about
cem
_
up
wind
and
items
of
Mim Easton, a junior and a number
that and get new flavors all the
,.
Seavey.
,
is
government
the
yet
And
he
meal,
"healthy"
real
a
with
Wildof
visito:r
regular
a
_:_
time," said Goodman.
· - Diane Crepeau, who
trying to clear the Navajo off· ·
The. other new item, Har- catessen, said that the main said.
spoke on· Native women'_s
For instance, afresh tuna their resetvation to get at the
· monycandy, which was added reasonshegoesthereistodrink
dress, echoed Seavey's sent.i"'
atlhe beginning of the semes- the coffee. "It's good and it's sub, or salad for a main meal, - · coal there."
ments.
a
Seavey,
Dennis
beverage,
a
for
juice
or
miik
a
cents
5
3
only
...
cheap
pretty
that
item
ter, is another
..The turn-out was
and frozen yogurt or harmony . chemistry graduate student at
Goodman classified as part of ·cup," said Easton.
Eastonaddedthatshegoes snacksfotdessert, makes one UNH,co-organizedthedayand · ,good, "saidCrepeau. "It.usu· the"healthcraze." The candy,
whicb is made up of yogurt there in groups and e11joys just "good healthy" meal, said is a co-founder of the Native. ally takes a couple years for
thes~ things .to catch on." .
American CulturalAssociation.
covered peanuts pretzels and sitting around talking to her Goodman.
Seavey is · a Native"In one stop, and under
_
,
trail mix (peanuts, raisins, friends.
"I go in groups of four or one roof, people can g~t everyba:q.ana chips, etc.) has bee:n a
popular item because _people five and just watch t.v.," said thing they need nutritionally
Cruise Ship Jobs
can pick and choose what they Easton. "Everyone else seems for the night or day," said
HIRING Men - Women, Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
want, put it in a bag and be on . to do the same thing because . Goodman. People don't need
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
when I -go in there it's always greasy, fatty foods when a place ·
their way, said Goodman. ·
- PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii.
"It's a good, healthy snack, busy ... it's never been empty. like the Wildcatessen is around,
Bahamas. ,South Pacific, Mexico.
_ he said.
especially for those students that's for sure."
CALL NOWI Call refundab le .
1-206-736-0775, E;~!,_ 6Q_Q ~Besides of the added fea- .
who don't have time to wait for
something to be maqe or ture of Harmony candy and __
1.

ll
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TECHNOLOGYSOCIETY AN-D VALLI ES (t sv)MINOR
CO·URSES OFFERED SPRING 1990·
Ch E 410 Survey of Current Energy and Pollution Control Tech .- ·
staff
01 MWF 9: 10- 10, W 4: 10-5 ·Kingsbury 3 19

Ci E 520 Enviromental Pollution and Protection--A Global Context
James Ma.lley

Kingsbury M227

0~l TTR 8: l 0-9:30

Cmn 455 Introduction to Mass Communication
Horton 4
Parsons L101

02 MWF 12: 10-1
04 TTR 3:40-5

Josh Meyerowitz
William Husson

E C 635 Contempory Conservation Issues

_. Ol MF 3:10-5

· James 303

staff

E C 702 Natural Resources Policy
James 208

01 WF 2:10-4

, John Carroll

HMP 401 U.S. Health Care Systems
01 MWF 9: 10-10
02 TTR 11: l 0~ 12:30 , ·

·INCO 401 Nuclear War

Ham-Smith 216
Nesmith 205

·

Lee Seidel
Eileen O'Neil

·
. Nevin & Fuld

01 TR l 1;10-12:30 W l :l0-c2 Spauldif)g 19

Nu.rsing 670 Issues in Hearh Care for the Aged · '
Raeline Shippee-Rice
· Murkland 207
_ 01 T 4: 10-7
Philosophy ·424 Science, Technology, and Society
Timm Tripplet
Ham-Smith lff
Ham-Smith 18 _ Timm Tripplet -

01 MWF ll:10-12
02 MWF 3:'10-4

Philosophy 447 Computer Power and Human Reason
- Ha·m-S_m ith 41
.Ham-Smith 42
Ham-Smith41
Ham-"Smith 18
Natural Science
of
Philosophy
630
Philosophy
Ham-Smith 41
01 TTR 1-1-12:30
0 l TTR
02TTR
03 TTR
04 TTR

9:40-11 ·
11-12:30
3:40-5
2-3:30

·

Paul McNamara
Paul McNamara
Paul McNamara
Drew Christie
Val Dusek

Philosophy 660 Law, Medicine Qnd Morals
01 MWF 1-2

Ham-Smith 42

· Tim Tripplet

Technology 583 Technological Systems
01 MWF 1: 10-2 TR 4-5

Kingsbury 251

Alden Winn

For Information on · TSV Minor:
See TSV Coordinator Val Dusek
Ham-Smith 45 862-3076 or _
TSV Associate Coordinator :
John Carroll ·_
James 215 862-3940
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Fof' the
healt h f if·_·,
By: Heather Wood and Jennifer Brenizer·
Before you decide liot to :u,se a condom, read this ...

College students tend to be apathetic concerning
their health. They "know better", but they d9 it anyway.
They drive like psychopaths on back, counti:y roads, they
-drink copious volumes of beer through ·a funnel and they
still don't make a habit of praticing safe _sex. Experts are
beginning to doubt that these behaviors are caused by no
speed signs on back roads and a lack of information on
AIDS. Educators are realizing that receiving an acceptance
to college, is to the college student, the equivalent of being
transformed into an immortal God or Goddess. They are,
~emporarily at least, safe from .the unpleasant · speeding
tickets and painful deaths that others (mere mortals) suffer
from.
The average college student knows th~ facts about
AIDS. The below average college student knows the facts
about AIDS, so why do college and university populations ·
belong to a high risk percentage concerning behavior. Do
college students incorporate In.formation into their minds
that they don't incorporate into their bodies, or is it that
· people simply feel ~at, "no, I'm young, I'm in college, I
couldn't possibly get Aids."?
Anyone can ·get AIDS . . . Anyone can win
megabucks. It's like playing Russian Roulette. One day,
you could justhave picked the right numb<;,rs, and you're
a millionaire! One night, you could just say, "hey! I'm not
going to use a condom. My potential partner looks pretty
clean to me, even ·w ashes behind his or her's ears an picks
-up his or her's socks._" Believe it or not, a person carrying
the HIV virus does not have a scarlet ..A" sewn on his or her
- shirt. The average incubation period for the virus is
approximately five years. During that time, the person may
not ~ven be aware that he or she is a carrier. That person
will be a young college stµdent, just like you.
But college students know all this ;already. "Yeah,
yeah, sure we had a ftlm Shown in our lounge last week ori
AIDS, and we learned all about it in our high school
physiology classes." They can recite off statistics fike
television reporters. They may even carry the free condom
that got passed out in The New Hampshire around in their
purses or wallets; but the fact remains that few people
belonging to the college age population have made a
consistent and concerted effort to change their . sexual
behaviors. Possibly it's a social problem, maybe it's a
personal problem, but whatever the problem, something1
will have to change. Apathy is not a cure for AIDS. ·

TAILGA TING

continu ed from _page 3
including tailgating," said Val".'
erie Falk, assistant director of
the alumni office at UMASS.
UMASS changed their tailgating policy a year and a half
In the past,
ago.
alcohol consumption at UMASS
_was allowed at tailgating~ Du~
to liability',laws and excessive
drinking, however, the univer-

sity decided to p~ohibit alcohol
outdoors altogether, according
to Falk. "We don't seem to have
anyproblemswi thit,"Falksaid.
In addition, this year _Plymouth State College sent a
Homecoming brochure to their
alumni stating that, "No al.c o- ·
hol is allowed at or around any
PSC athletic contest on cam-
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12 varieties of bagels.
Baked fresh 7 days a week.
Cornparte our crusty, chewy bagels
with others baked from frozen dough
- We make ours from SCRATCH.
We're the only Bagel Bakery in -the Seacoast!
·
Deli Sandwiches. & Salads
Fresh Baked Goods
and o_f course.~~ Bagels!
Mill Road Plctta Shopping Center
Durham
868-1424

pus. This includes tailgating in
the P.E. Center parking lot..."
At _Dartmouth College,
however, drinking,and tailgating are allowed, according to
Burgewell Howard; assistant
director for alumni affairs.
"Alumni police themselves.
There is no drinking in the
stadium, howev:er," said Howard.
According to the former
president of the alumni club at
th~ College of the ~oly Cross in
Worcester, Ma., the policy that
Dartmouth College has adopted
is similar to that of Holy Cross.
At Holy Cross, tailgating is allowed before, after,_and during
the football games. Restaurants Glory Daze
and Tin Palace set records
Homecoming weekend. Doug
Clark, owner of Glory Daze
restaurant, said that since·
alumni couldn·t drink after the
game, everyone flocked down- _
town. This was the busiest day
I've had in the restaurant business in five years," said Clark.
Jim Mahoney, geperal
manager at the Tin Pc,1lace
Restaurant stated that "every
Homecoming·is the busiest day
of the year, this past year the
restaurant filled up a little
quicker. It may have to do with
limited drinking at the football
game or because of our newly
renovated restaurant."
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Ann ual
Ski Sale .
Satur day
Nov. 4
to 3pm
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Gunstoc k Ski Ch:1b
Jr. Racing Program

Nfillion Dollar Inven-tor y from 9 Ski Shops
Ne-w· and Used Skis:, Boots:, Skates:, Ski Clcithing:,
Touring Gear and rntich more ... If you have used
equipmen t and clothing to sell* bring it tp Gunstock
_on Friday Nov. 3 from 12 noon until 8pm.
*consignm ent sales
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Marden that could have been
easily resolved if it had been
dealt with a constructive and
professionajmanneratanearly
s tage. "
Wise added, "I knew her
supervisor (Farah) was a bi~ of
a pi~tol;' I had a littl~ run in
with her a while back.
· "Itdidn'tsurpris~me that
the two didn't get along,.but I
had no idea that it would result
in Becky's firing."
TheUNHP9licymanualre. quiresadocumentedgooqfaith
effort to resolve differences between supervisor and em· ployee, and one of the recommended procedures for this is
the use of a third party media1
•
tor.
When Marden was placed
on,probation, the chairman of
. .t he physics department, Professor Jochen Heisenberg offered to mediate, but Farah did
not respond to this offer,. ac-- cording' to Physics Professor
Chris Balling.
Walter '.Eggers said, "I still
hold the hope that both sides
haven't .stiffened to a point
where there cannot be a constructiv~ solution. It is important that the relations between
Dimond Librai:y and the phys· ics library are positive.".

__p.lacement, Debbie Watson.
...As soon as Becky filed her
suit, she was moved to the
Ki~gsbury , Library," said
Mulhern.
According to-Mulhern, at
a meeting of UNH faculty on
the subject of Marden's dismissal, one member . of the
physics department :confronted Eggers by saying. "I
fail to understand how Debbie ·
Watson'stransfertothephys-_
ics librai:y can be in the.best
interest of that libracy if her
predec~ssor .has not been allowed to train her."
"It was not deemed appropriate to have someone who
has b(ien fired for incompetence train her successor,"
replied Eggers.
But Watson herself believed o·t herwise.
"It would have helped me
greatly to have' had Becky
(Marden) around to show me.
· the intricacies of this place,"
said Watson. "Having her
(Marden) here would have
saved a lot of time and effort.~
Marden's name plate still
sits on-Watson's desk by the
· door of the physics librai:y.' "I
keep it sitting here in hopes
win out and re- ·
that she
gain her position," -said Wat-

··-----------•------------•

, ~

HE

will

re-:- · son.
herwas
to train
not · allowed
Marden
In, addition,
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Listen to, rW'tJ.!J{,!J( ev~ry Monday morning at 7:30 am to liear tlie '
President ando/ice-Pres. of our Student'Boefy {wfio are tliey?}ta{I(
·
'UJitfi '1306 1DUrfing and te« us wliat's going on.
. Xl-37- .Be it enacted by the Student· Senate·of the New Hampshire to
approve the University's new student statement of commitment as ammended
py the Student Senate.
Xl-38- · Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the University of New··
·Hampshire to aprove the appointment of Susan Reid to the Dnig ·
Advisory Committee.
Xl-40- Be it enacted by the Student Senate of the_University of New
Hampshire to hold all undergraduate International Students exempt from the
.housing lottery. · To be el.igible, all International Students must remain· within .
. the residence hall system without interuption.
.

.

~

!

..

/

On Saturday morning at.8:3Q am, the Board of Trustees met to discuss the course of,action_
to be taken in regards to the Student Apartment Complex. Due to the negative feedback
voiced-by the Student body, the Board decided to form ·asub-committee to revise the~e
'
·
designs, based on student input. ,
Questions? Commen_ts? Call the Student SenateOffice at 862-1494-or stop by!

lUJ [NI [HJ

ATHLETE·
, of·tlie
.WEEK!
•

J

Week Of: Oct. .25 .

PRESENTED -.

-BY

Name; Norm Ford
Sport;Footb all

HAYDEN
SPORTS
-~

,

..

_,
ll'1

~

Norm F.ord, a senior tailback for UNH,
rushed for 168 yards and threetouchdowns in a 38-35 ~in over Boston U.
He also c~.u.ght two passes, including a
34-yard touchdown. Trailing 28-17, UNH
got three straight TD's from Ford. He
earned Yankee.Conference and co-ECAC
Player-of-the-Week . honors and the
Golden Helmet Award, significant of the
outstanding performance in New England.
Ford has rushed for 697 yards and he also
·has ~ight receptions, good for 101 yards
and a TD. He has 3,282 career·rushing
yards, but would need to average 164
yards over the next three games to catch
all-time UNH reocrd holder Bill Burnham.
He has gone 0'7er the 100-yard mark three
straight times. Fo:r,d is trying w become
only the third rusher in UNH history to ge
100 yards in a season. Fora's career high is
_186 yards against Lafayette in 1987. ' ·

·,

3 8 Main S'J:. _
'lJufliam 11. f:J( ·
-' ~
03824

Look for the HAthlete of the week~ every
Tuesday, ONLY in -t he.New ,f fampshire. · ·
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cordially.invites
all interested students to a reunion of
Summer 1989 program participant s
who will show slides, ans':Ver questions
and share their memories of beautiful
Cambridge , England .
..
TIME: Thursday, November2 7PM
PLACE: 1925 Room, Elliott Alumni Center

refreshments will be served
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Ca{{ for you order: . .

•· •· . I
wj!£ be ready u,/ien youarrive!
· . it..........
I! _....,,,,
......................................................~,, .
... 8~8-2224 · I ·.
I . For Prompt Deliveries_to...call
.
.
Close
5:00pm
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WILDCAT_

contin~e~ from page 1
, mated an English pub," said 'Smitty's, Steve Karavasilis just
Peter and Sylvia Donahue, local stoodandsadlysmiled. ·w atchresidents. · "Both the student ing eyeiyone celebrating for the
·body and the faculty, and t_h e . last time the .business where
people from the town cap._get he and his wife shared their
together. l can guarantee you dream, enriched th·e lives of
there's no ·place like it," they thousa:r:ids of people, one could
only w<mdet if he really knew
said.
"I think ·we're all goJng to how, much of a part of how .
miss it (the Wildcat) because many P<:oples' lives he really
there really is_nothi:µg" quit~ was.
"It's definitely the end of an
like this in ,all the bars in Dursaid senior Mike Sevilla.
era,"
ham," said retired UNH Librarmany
ia11 Bob Reed. He_and
older community . members
were preseQhvith the students
arid younger· crowd until th~
final closing, attesting to the ..
diverse group . of patrons attracted to the Wildcat's unique
atmosphere . .
used
':,When I was little,
to be afraid to come ., in here
because all the big college kids
were in here," said UNH senior,
.an0: long-time" Durham , re_s ident Bess Franzosa. "We grew
up arid thought-we were cool
because we could come in here
and 'not drink, then we could
drink arid we' thought we were
cooler, it's a part of my life but
now it's closing," she. said. . ·
.'Dan Burger will always
remember "watching_freshman
girls through the 'big' window."
Many, like Mike Cotton,
.
will miss ..·t he atmosphere; the
generalambiance of the place."
- "I'll miss trying to play hattrick for an hour straight while drinking the ·green deat!i'
(HaffenraJfer private -stock),"
said Rick '1ohnson who was
drinkingwitlrBjomDanielson,
and Bob Hargraves, ·all UNH
.
seniors.
Still others will .miss. the
food that the Wildcat has served ·
up for two decades.
"The subs, definitely_the
subs (will be missed)," said
junior Karen Lupo, UNH stu·
dent.
"The Greek salads were the
best," said senior Holly
Simpson~ "Steve and ·his wife
were like our mom and dad,
This is
they take care of
the only place you can _.come
with like twenty people, put all
the tables together, sit together
and have fun!"
• Most ofall, though, nearly
everyone mentioned ' the one
· ovezwhelming thing that would
be dearly mis~ed with the·
Wildcat's departure, the owners Steve and Marfoula Karavasilis.
"I:Ve been crying all day,"
said very emotional Marfoula,
"We've been here for twenty
years ... it's so sad." ·
Everyone remembers }:I.er
for her w~rm smiles arid her
fond view of the students and
other younger patrons, not to
mention her magnifying· glass
· to check ID'sl
"The Wildcat belongs to the
kids," she smiled and said.
"Fifteen years ago, today,
twenty years ago, it's all the
same," said Marfoula.
Beside a poster on the back
wall, thanking students for
their patronage and wishing us
all a great future, and behind
one bouquet of flowers from

The New Hampshir e needs:

..9!-·(jrapliic ·assistan t
✓

earn valuable experience .
✓ express creativity
must be able to work
Monday's and some Sunday's.

T · HE

HAMPSHIRE

we

·contact:Xjm !Hi{{ey
at 'Ilie :J\[f,w :J{ampsliire

... {· ·

·NEW

A

Af'U13 !l(m. 151
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"It seems like Wendell knows everything."
Actually he gets a lot of his
//answers .f r6rn the NYNE~
Student Directory

f-

us...

a

What time does the library close?
°Is a slice of pizza a balanced meal? Who is the
head of the philosophy department? And why?
Life is full of questions. ,
Luckily the NYNEX Student Directory
is full of answers.
No wonder this book has · become required reading. It's got all the handy
· facts you need around campus~ Like
friends' numbers, university offices
and off-carJJpus apartment listings.
Not to mention the important
things; vacation ·schedules, special offerings
for students and Yellow Pages for everything
·
.from p~za to parachutes.
So pick up your copy of the . NYNEX
Stud_ent Directory when it arrives. It's got al.I the
answers. Except to the finals.
Student
Directory'

NYN E.X

\
,,
,i ~ ... ~,-

ti':' - :.

•

~ _,,· ~· . ' ·~, ·.
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Editorlal
Hall owe en brin gs •with it stra nge even ts
;
It's Halloween today. no matter how Times undoubtedly received about a trillion inconceivable .
.
oinFoster's
ont-pagephot
expect
would
eToerewasafr
you
-many people celebrate it in this age of daylight dollars for the ad, but
dressed as
them.
supposedly
from
boy
a
of
tasteful
Daily Democrat
_ trick-or-treati ng and shifting holidays. And something - _more
donut
sugar
a
page,
eat
to
trying
is
oftheirOp-Ed
boy
The
gtheintegrity
'gerbiL
a
Halloween brings with it its share of strange and ·compromisin
fangs.
right,
is
T4at's
.
opinion~
fangs,
for
~ak~
of
stictly
set
his
reserved
be
through
scary events. A look through yesterday's papers which should
bad enough, but to do it with a photo of a cruise The first question here is, why the hell would
confirms that.
• The Union Leader had a front -page missile is both astonishing and sad. Much more . . anyone want to dress up _as a gerbil? Did the
kid's mother say to him, "OK, Jonathan, you
story about a werewolf -on the loose in is expected from the Times.
on
story
.
a
·in
Globe,have a choice. You can go as a mole, a shrew, or.
Boston
The
e
in
up
-Manchester. A man apparently dressed
being
action
legislative
l
a gerbil," and the kid went with the gerbil? The
·
Congressiona
increasing
his
with
wolfman _fashion got into a squabble
.
a
revealed
industry,
obvious question is, why the fangs? Is this
other
.
tobacco
the
against
taken
were
Police
wife and cut her on the head.
or
costume
of hideous genetically altered vampire
any
form
than
some
scarier
is
that
statistic
described
assailant,
-fervently searching for the
industry
tobacco
is this kid getting his information?
The
Eve.
's
gerbil?Where
onAll-Hallow
event
sharp
and
nails
face,
his
as having long hair on
advertising,
on
finally, someone wrC?te in to Ask
And
e
an~ually
billion
$2.3
spends
publisher
addled
that
teeth. It's surprising
Bill
,,Sen.
the question, "Where is Calgary?"
Fortunately
.
with
Globe
the
tax-deductible
all
it's
g
and
eitherthflilkin
do_aneditortal
NackeyLoeb didn't
/
right
this
how lazy this person is.
end
to
alarming
trying
is
Jersey
downright
It's
New
to
of
them
_
Bradley
comparing
or
Werewolves,
-God for
Dci they perhaps
came
atlas?
ever
an
of
heard_
legislation
this
they
How
Have
·
industry's.
the
of
·
~
.
-homosexuals
_
ask?
the
to
could
they
According
who
mind.
friends
the
have
boggles
.
just
about
for
ad
huge
a
ran
Times
York
New
e The
these
like
the
events
in
year
per
frightening
and
killed
are
Strange
people
400;000
Globe,
page.
Op-Ed
their
on
missile
cruise
a Northrop
' Is nothing sacred? Has The New York Times, United States because of smoking. And the could only happen on days when goblins roam
pinnacle ofjourrialism, sold but to the highest industry ·gets tax-deductibl e advertising. It's the earth.
-bidder like fhe rest _of the common rabble? The
1

'Letters
Library
To the Editor.
J wish to thank The

iron-clad legal contracts .for , for the truth is minimal. Still, it
. pay, benefits and working - is obvious what must be done .
conditions would be negotiated .April 24, 1.990 :rµust be,
by the _ union ~nd tlje designated Armenian Martyrs
consequences of firing Day. Do the right thing,
And
Bush.
personnel without cause might President
be the closing of the university remember, Turkey Failed:
_Annenfa Lives!
because of a strike.

Strafford Room, where the ftlms
are sho~. is poor. I respectfully
su,gge~t tha~ it would be of mpre ·
service. to the student body to
One: Invest in correcting this
equipment problem so that the
ftlms can be shown at their ·
best and Two: Exploit
advertising opportunit,i es in
order to raise both awareness
and peer-approval for ..nonmairistream" films. Is this not
what a univerS,lty should be
about? For heaven's sake, I
enjoy big box office films too.
But, as theirveryname implies,
they are the norm and
ubiquitous. Unfortunately ,
MUSO's and SAFC's decision
is simple pandering to th~
lowest common denominator

of ·a ppeal in order to solve a
problem of- attendance; rather

th~p. an,~~?fl t~n~q a:C~~ative

solution consonant :with the
original purpose of MUSO.
Another sad day for UNH, my
Alma. Mater.

New Ha,mpshire for providing
_coverage of the controversy
surrounding the dismissal of
Sincerely, : ,
staff members from the
David L ..Wold ,
Quite sincerely,
Sincerely,
university -library. Student
Harris
A.
Richard
Wise
John
newspapers are rarely so
courageous in providing such
a detailed look into the political
behind
circumstance s
To the Editor:
However,
cha,nges."
· .. personnel
To the Editor:
What can I say?Thank
I wish to differ on one point
Sarah Merrigan's
that is made in your editorial of _you for the October 20 editorial article on MUSO's decision to
Sept. 29. In it you _say ..it is the (Armenian Holocaust should be change the Fall film _series is
right of Ka~ to hire and ' fire marked). You have shown me -disturbing. The ftlms that were
people that she wants." That that someone on this campus changed were purportedly too
may be t..i:r:ipopular to say in a not only knows but cares.
obscure to appeal to a wide
I have grown up with, spectrum of the UNH student
Republican state in the post- ,
Reagan era, but common the stories of the ·genocide in body and the prime reason for
working people have rights that . · my family; .they have become a low attendance at the films.
noemployercan abrogate. That part of me. I have also grown _This may be the case. However,
BOB DURLING, Editor-in-Chief
'-.
librarians. . up' with the fact that Turkey it seems to me, the SAFC and
includes
Unfortunately there is no union has never formally apologized- MUSO h~ve bofl1 too quickly
to represent the rights of for or even ack.nowledge(l its .sought an easy solution without GAIL ROBERTSON, Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY, Managing Edito1
TERRI DANJSEVICH', News Editor
·wotlceisatthisu niversity. Staff .c- actof barbarism against the doing the hard work ofexploring KAREN McDONALD, News Editor
JOHN KELLEY, Sports Editor
are at the mercy of their Annenian people. But it did alternatives fo the problem of KIM ARMSTRONG, Sports Editor
BEN FRAZIER, Photo Editor '
supervisors and the university happen. And a large portion of attendance at the films. In so MIKE PARNHAM, Photo Editor
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
Arts Editor HOPKINS,
DEBORAH
America.
to
thinks they can -be removed -its victims came
doing, the administrators have KRISTI SUDOL Forum Editor
DENISE BOLDUC, Advertising Manage1
If the senate proposal undercut the primary purpose
with minimal notice for no
KIM WERDERMAN-, Business'Manager .
Arts-Staff Reporter
News Reporters
Administrato rs sponsored by Robert Dole is -for MUSO. As I understand it, Advertising Associate1 '
reason.
Mar~ Mamlgonian
Roi Alouois
.
Leinsing
Christine
,'
·
Arts Reporte,s
provide 'Sophia Piel '
Brent Anderson
~hoµld
apparently think of th~m.selvei;;-- not passed, what message does MUSO
' Sean Carroll
Tommy Annis
as lords of the manor and their that send to America's rather artistically, 'aesthetically and Melissa Sharples
Matthew Gross
Kirn Armstrong
Aut. luaineu Mgr.
J. W. Morsir · ·
Armemian intellectually entertaining films Michael Lyons .
-- Jonathan Arthur ·
employees _as mere 'serfs who signiffcan.t
John Turner
·1shi Burdett
population? That America's which -are, otherwise, not Graphic Manage,s
they ~an bully with impunity.
Sports Reporte,s
\,
Jolene Dodah
Marie Garland
Philip Astrochan
'
Dahl
Birger
The University_had current interests in -Turkey readily ,available to the Kim Hilley
Chris Benecick
Lauro Deome
Auiltants
Graphic
of
,
remembrance
outweigh.
they
that
better start realizing
students. With this decision, Chrisfine Baril
-, Fronk Bonsai .
John Doherty
Glenn Hauser
Heather Granf
do not 'have the power to -Turkey's -commission of one of the students who might have Alison Brown
Jeff Novotny
Guilbault
Mike
MacMillan
Jodi
l iisa Reimann
harrass and bully staff with the mostheinous acts against _ appre~iated a new kind of ftlm · Heidi Oidakowski
Ellen HarrisLisa Sandford
TrocyHenzel
impunity. If they pick on the a people this centu:cy?That the may never have this experience: Newa Briefs Editor
Toby Trotman
stephanie Igoe ,,
Davies
Rick Yager
Stacy Kendall
wrong people, officials might lives of those who were and those students who look Anita
Michelle Adam
Cartooniata
Joanne Marino
just ehd up in a courtroom slaughtered meant nothing? forward to foreign, avant-garde, On-the-Spot Editor
Harris
Jeff
Susan 'Mccarter
John Hirtle
Neon McCarthy
trying to explain their actions ThattheAmeric angovemment or art ftlms will have to travel Meliss0 McKenzie
Kurt Krebs
Eileen McEleny
Dick Sawyer
Lynn Mezzano
before a judge and jury under Just doesn't care? .:•.Oris it that considerably to fmd them.
Photographers
Editors
Copy
Sarah Merrigan
, oath. Or perhaps the real George Bush doesn't care?
, Merrigan relates that · Michelle Adam
Lauro Deame
John Roberts
Andre'NS
Eric
The bottom line here is MUSO . Film Director, Sarah Blaise T. Mosse
Ellen Harris
- Nancy Roberts
solution is that staff should
Kristen Waelde
Ally Schade
·
. Marjorie Smith
begint9conside rthepossibility truth. i realize that in our Hansen, believes the sound and Ed Sawyer
Brian White
JohnZ'iomek
of union representation. Then American government respect projector equipment in the

Armen ia

MUSO Films
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East ·Germ an artis ts educ ate cam pus
by Jean M~ ·.Pietro wici
East Germany (the German Democratic Republic)
has been the focus ofworld-wide attention in the past
weeks. Amass exodus ~d large-scale demonstrationsculminated Octobe,r 18 'in the resignation of Erich
Honecker, the sanctioner:of the Berlin Wall in 1961
as Minister of Security, ~nd GDR head of state since
1971. Honecker's suc~essor Egon Krenz has granted
amnesty to those who fled the country~ to those
imprisoned for trying to flee and to imprisoned
demonstrators. He has also promtsed to ease travel
restrictions' to the West. As hundreds of thousands of
GDR citizens continue to pressure for reform, western
observers may witness more historic changes in the
·
weeks to come. ·
The UNH tommunity had the opportunity to set
aside their newsp~pers and learn first-hand about
life _in the GDR as a numbe'r of~ast German writers
and film makers visited on campus this past month.
Writers Maja Wiens, 37, and.Andreas Klich Wiens,
36, both known for their socially critical prose, held
readings and visited German classes on October 5
and 6. UNH was their first stop on a nationwide
literary tour· funded by the National Endowment for ·
Humanities "Daughters of Eve" project.
In a visit to a German Culture and Civilization
class, Maja: and Andreas Wiens discussed youth ,
concerns in the GDR~ Maja, director of the Youth
Welfare Commission in her district of East Berlin,
told of an improvisationa l theater group working on
a producti~n that will express their frustrations and
hopes amidst the changing .political scene. She
mentiom~d,that one out of the eighty members of their

Jbe film records ajourneybytra infrom south to
_
group had recently fled.
Andreas Klich Wi~Iis' talk focused on an event of north in the GDR, meeting women form diverse
·student dissent in 1988 at the -Carl von Ossietzky backgrounds who were willing to talk openly about
High School in East Berlin, for which eight students - their work and , their _relationships with family.
were expelled form the school, evoking a flood of _ Although the subjects of the film are women,
protestlettersf romparentsand othercitizens'g roups Mfsselwitz made a poi:ht of including the men in
women's lives as well. Among th·e interviewed women
throughout the GDR.
singmanagerw hojustwonana tional
wereariadverti
of
areas
all
in
r~strictions
apparent
the
Despite
life in an East-bloc country, Maja and Andreas as . award; two teenage punks at odds with family and
·freelance writers "'h ave benefited from government school; agreat-grandm othercelebratin gherdiamond _
subsidies to the arts, enabling them to devote their wedding anniversary, who admits in, confidence to
the interviewer (and to the camera) that her marriage
time .to their artistic endeavors. An excerpt from
has not been a happy one; a group of workers at a
Maja's 1983 novel Traumgrenzen (Dream Borders)
will appear in the · first English anthology of GDR fish-canning -factmy; and a deputy ma:yor and
women writers entitled Daughters of Eve, a · children's home director who, after a severe illness, collaborative effort by UNH German Professor Nancy wants to live life more intensely. The most moving
segment of the film is the story of Christine, 37, a
Lukens and Dr. Dorothy Rosenberg.
pfantwhofeels ·ostracizedbyso ciety
workeratacoal
_
film
The visit on October 17 by East German
enta1ly-handic appedandaggre ssive
becauseofherm
Amherst,
UMass
and
UNH
by
makers, co:-hosted
daughter. With barely concealed pain she speaks of
brought a crowd of students and faculty to. Richards
'
Auditqrium to see the U.S. premiere ofWinter Farewell,, her isolation and· hopelessn~ss.
Misselwitz
film,
the
following
discussion
the
In
that
GDR
the
in
women
a documentary film about
has enjoyed critical accJaim throughout the GD Rand . explained that the title, Winter Farewell, was meant
to reflect the openness she.and her cameraman were
Europe since it premiered at the International Fihn
to encourage in the women inteiviewed. Little
able
_
_
·
,
Festival in Leipzig last winter.
they foresee that the .title Winter Farewell
could
.to
hand
on
was
Director Helke Misselwitz
introduce the film and to answer questions from the would takeonsuchpol iticalovertones t<>GDRviewers'
eyes in the light of recent events.
audience. Misselwitz, cinematpgraph er ThoJnaS
ith
.
w
,
traveling,
are
Plener(
Plenert and ,editor Gudrun
the ftlm on its fir.s t tour of the O.S. The subtitled JeanM. Pietrowicz is a second semesterjuniormajqring
in German at UNH.
.version was funded by the U.S. Information Agency.

· c hristopher B auer
Let me take one more shot at you at you and
necessarily mean that it is toxic or carcinogenic at
We're everywhere. IQ your food, in your air,
You live in a developed country. What do
go.
I'll
then
_
on your clothes, under your skin. Actually, we ARE any amount regardless of how small.
you developed? Your predecessors
makes
think
you
with
chemical
a
if
that
think
to
tend
You guys
your food, air, clothes ... we are you. Chemicals. The
materials and converteq them into
chemical
raw
took
be
must
it
then
food,
r
you_
in
found
is
activity
toxic
world is full of us. And frankly we're tired of being
gotten rid of. The only reason you know it is thereat useful chemical products-ferti lizer, pesticides,
taken for granted just because we're only on tenfungicides tdenhance ~rop production; preseiva_tives·
billionth your size. So-, you won't mind if ·we · all is that your analytical chemist friends developed
and packaging to maintain freshness; pla$tits-kevla r
small
tho~e
detect
to
enough
,
.
chem0transmit a few neural pulses down your spine methods sensitive
for canoes, bullet-proofvests, tires-polyethy lene for
one
find
is
do
can
you
best
the
now
Right
amounts.
to sit you down, and pump your adrenaline just ·
molecule in a trillion. So, let's say you take a drink of home insulation:-:.-teflon for the ex-president; new
enough to get your attention. There, comfortable?
drugs for life-threatenin g dis~ases arld minor
First of all, -ycm've ht';en calling some of us water that has tested pure by this standard. That sip
infections; computer chips, tiles for the space
you
that
chemicals
us
of
other
trillion
a
contain
could
"hazardous." Fair enough. There are some unfriendly
shuttle ... get the picture?Where would you be without
.
types in the chemical brotherhood that you should just can't detect.
us? What would you be without us?
Compared
· Should you be worried about this?
beware of. But let's not go overboard. After all, most
Get to · know us better. The Chemistry
exposure
your
minimize
to
want
you
Maybe
what?
to
of you handle a hazardous chemical several times a
is celebrating National Chemistry Week .
Department
eat
you
things
the
but
chemicals,
manmade
these
to
month-gasolin e. Actually/ it's a mixture of chemicals
daytime activities as well as evening
with
week
this
that carxya risk,
that -are highly flammable, even explosive, toxic on contain a lot of "natural" chemicals
Wednesdayr We're going to have
and
today
events
neive
a
contain
potatoes
ingestion and inhalation, contain cancer-causing as well. For instance,
fun.
some
hydrazines
contain
mushrooms
inhibitor,
chemical
components, and whose ·combustion in your cars is
(carcinogenic), and many things toasted or charcoala major contributor to smog and the greenhouse
Christopher Ba.uer is an Associate Professor at the
contain polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
broiled
as
well
as
teenagers
of
lot
a
are
effect. And there
·
·
of Chemistry.
Dept.
is
"natural"
everythifig
Not
carcinogenic).
are
(some
adults with a chemical dependence on this substance.
harmful.
is
manmade
everything
not
and
healfhy~
Why haven't you banned this stuff? That's
-wh~t you want to do with every other_chemical that .
looks at you the wrong way. Could it be that gas is ·
useful to yoti and-that you're willing to -accept the
,.
risks of exposure? Th~t~s how it is with all of those
. JUST \N 1'\ME
r·
manmade chemical5--,:-there are risks ·and benefits.
-FOR
Rememh~r DDT-the .environmen.ta l scourge?
~
Between-1956 and 1966 it reduced mosquito-born e
malarial; cases in the USSR from 35 million to 13
thou~d. 'w as ·the· pollution ·rtsk worth the health _,,
benept? Hey; that·s·for your to decide, not us. ' '
~~ .
All we want you to do is to be ,fajr. Look at
.
..
' ~~
yourselves. You smoke (con4iins known · cancer- - \
~~ ~~L£·
chemicalsl, yeu drink ethyl alcohol (cancer risk ~nd
rrJfl rJf
birth defectsl, aI)d you eat fatty foods (cancer and ,
heart disease risk). You don't seem to be breaking
these chemical bad habits veiy fast despite serious
risks. But get a little pest~cid~. tesiclue in yQur food.,
like Alar or EDB (ethylene dibromide), and you fly off
the handle. OK, OK, don't get upset. We only want
you to r:ealize that just because some amount of a
chemical is toxic or carcinogenic, that doesn't

,

. I

---- ;

· .. ,-
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PINK FLOYD
THE WALL ·Tuesday
7:00 . and -9:30
Stafford-Room in
the ·MUB
A mesmerizing
movie that will
· assault your ·
_senses with -the· explosive -sound of
Pink Floyd.--

-- JEAN DE
· FLORETTE

---

Thurs.d ay
7:00 and 9:30
- _ Strafford Room ~.
-- -- in the MUB
An exquisite_
adaption of Marcel
Pagnols beloved
_-novel about
shattered dreams
in the .1920's. One
in a series of two.
Keep an eye out
for the se·quel
Man:on of.Spring.

\

LLJ

~

MOVIES
$1 Students
~
~ $2 Non-Students ·

<. '

/

COMEDY NIGHT ,· $2 Students __-,
$4 Non-students

- ·P RESENTED BY
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Immediate J\amily: tackling big issues?
,\

by l\farc ~ Mamigonian _
Agoodmaxim, and one
Which will seldom -1ead- one
astray, is beware ormovies that
hav~ babies and dogs in them.
They'll get you every time. Also beware of of films that try to ·
tackle big "issues" like
· surrogate mothers. Ah, which
'
brings us to Jonathan - .
Kaplan's Immediate
Famay, the second in
the Jonathan Kaplan
Ta'c kles The Big Issues
series, which began
last year with The
Accused. The film
stars James Woods
and Glenn Close
(pictured at right) as a
couple who cannot
have a child arid Mary
Stuart Masterson and _
Kevin "Zimmy" Dillon ,
as a young couple with
an extra baby on their
hands:
Immediate
·-..,
Family is a strange

filni'. I(has almost a
total lack of a point of
view (at least in The
Accused, Kaplan took
a bold "Rape Is . Bad"
stance) on -t he issue of
s ' u . rrogate
The
motherhood.
pHght of Woods and Close is shown with
great sympathy, as
they are put through
the , dehumanizing
processes _of baring thefr souls to an
adoption agency rep .
who tries to fmd them

a baby. Likewise, Masterson's
moral conflict over whether or
not she can let the baby go after
she has given birth is effectively
conveyed. But ·didn't it ever
occur to the filmmakers that
the whole idea of surrogate
motherhood is de_e ply fla_~ed?

I think it might have that they cannot care -for
been interesting, also, to see properly? It may just be me,
something other than the ultra- but I'd Jike to see something
white, upper middle class folks different.
There is nothing really
who want ·a baby versus the
lower class, truck driving folks . bad ·about Immediate Family,
whoareunfitforparents. Don't except for the insufferable'
well-offpeopleeverhavebabies running dog gag (not that the

dog is running, but the gag is),
but there is nothing particularly
memorable or gripping about it
either. It has no edge. It lacks
energy. It has no particular
vision. But, it has babies 'a nd
dogs, _and we all knQw whaf::, ..,.
that means.
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Jethro Tull
Not too old to

rock and .roll
flute solos, and flute _w ork
by ~an Carroll
All those who _wonder throughout'. , They simply
if Ian,.Anderson is indeed 'Too , oti.trock most glam · mejal ·
Old to Rock and Roll," · the· bands, put them to complete
answer is no. Sunday, night _- shame which I assume is why
when opening band It Bites , they won the award. Yet they _
finally died of a surfeit of are~tilljustplainrockandroll;
misplaced keyboards, Jethro maybe they should be
Tull, oneofrockandroll'smore · considered proto-metal or
legendary bands took the stage, something like that.
Atanyratefeaturesof
-and · madman
flutist
extraordinaire Anderson, Old the night included a good
"Locomoti~e Breath" l;nmself at version of "Farm . On the
Freeway," Tull's tribute to the
the fore.
The first few numbers troublesof theAmerican farmer
of the show, mainly from the the got them some attention a
new album, -were largely few years ago. Also a great
disappointing, owing to terrible version of"Whaler's Dues." Also
mixing of Anderson's voice. -i surprisinglygoodwas "Another
began to wonder myself if some •· Christmas Song," -which was
of the less pleasant things I've so sweet as to seem a little out
heard recently about Tull were of place, but quite pleasant
true (i.e. "sold out," "can't sing · nonetheless.
. two
.Anderson's
anymore," "too old to rock and
roll, almost old enough to die," - absences from the stage left
etc.) YetAndersonwas_upthere the band to play two
proving he can still caper with in'strumental j~ms which
the maddest of them. Even as ranked among the best and
Gle~n Close, James W()ods, Mary Stuart-Masterson, and Kevin Dillon Ueft to strictly a visual aid he is, it worst .numbers .of the night;
_
right) star in Immediate Family ( see story pg. 17). ,
must be noted, a performer to on~ grotesquely indulgent
be reckoned with. However guitar Jam that 1ust went on
when they came to "Thick a~ a and on, and partfeaturtngthr~e
,Anderson band members playing
and
Brick"
announced it as "a song we've traditional instruments, or as
them
called
done, oh a thousand tlines" Anderson
and then played it i!S though , "Bazouki-like things. "This ~as·
the thousand and first time ·the kind of musical variety I
.
'
.
was no big deal, really just expected from Jethro Tull, and
going through the motions, I tlier~ just. wasn't enough of it,
sadly. Where were the "songs
· started to get annoyed.
Now I'm not generally from the Wood?"
At any,...rate when the
a fan of loud. idiots at concerts
V
, screaming their opinions at the band went into their last song,
band during break, but when a crazed full force versior:i of
by J.W. Morss
Van "lnterstellarOverdrive•sounds was unsure how the band someone bega~, screaming "Aqualung,". I could ea~ily
Camper
Beethoven returned to BQston likeitwasrecordedunderwater would fare live. Jonathan Segel "Tum up your r-•king mike, forgive them their earlier
·_last Tuesday for the first of two · atop Jonathan Segel's is reaily ·an ~xtraordinary Ian!" I had to agree. _A lthough shortcomings. Theyreallywent
nights at the Paradise. This · meandering violin. They're not musician- his absence •would Anderson couldn't understand. over the top, and I began_to
was averse to playing mind games be dangerously conspicuous. him, and mocked him _as a wonder how a fifty plus year
treat
alternative
either: the sides to their second · Not so: .Morgan Fichter, one_of heckler, the sound _men did old man, who looked an awful
addition
the
by
complemented
·•
ofSyd Straw as the_opener. Her full length work are labelled "2" the "new ·campers," played . hear and wisely took his advice. lot lfke Grizzly Adams, could
From then on the show manage to play with a ferocity
first name short for Australia's and "B."
exhilarating violin runs whQe
up tha(putsmostotherstoshame.
picked·
But although deemed twirling her body and tossing gradually
largest city, Syd is previously
momentum as· Tull began to It was easily the best version of
known best for her stint with more camp than classical, the her long straight hair.
just why they won an the song I've ever heard, and
the Anton · Fier-led Golden group's playing is usu~lly
The majority of the live reveal
for best heavy metal renewed my faith in Ian's
award
·
inspired.
Palominos. Her ·ten song set profe~sional, always
material was culled from the
Tuesday spotlighted her Originally signed to the last two works, as could be band at the Grammys a year or essential. flute-twirling,
current solo release, including independent label, Roug~ expected. But what can never two ago. Power; pure power._ gamboling madness. The
the angelic "HeartofDarkness." · Trade, they signed with a major be e~cted are the "covers" a Btit these guys are not heavy . encore to this two and a -half
-E ach song on the work is _a label, Virgin, in 1987. While a Camper concert is always ,netal; they·defy classification; hour show, the classic
blend - of pathos and die-ha:rdcoreofdeadbeatsrilay haven for·. Included this night they are certainly capable of as "Locomotive ·Breath," really
•intelligence, bringing Kate be unwilling to follow this were Black Flag's "Wasted," much power as {my metal band clinched the concert. While
its
had
--show
Bush to mind. She -was witty band's migration from Kaleidoscope's "O Death," · out there, though. The blues the
and well-poised onstage, ably progressive estuaries to the Status" Quo's "Pictures of and jazz and European disappointments, it was well
proffering rejoin<Jers to every popular mainstream, I find Matchstick Men, as well as an traditional elements in them worth the price. And yes, Ian
sarcasticorboozyremarkfrom their journey fascinating. I . early 70's ' Rolling Stones gem just can't be ign~red. Not to did stand like. that when he
the audience. Ex-Blasters thinkthey'reonlyawork~rtwo · "Sweet Virginia," and a nod to mention Anderson's incredible played his flute.
guitarist Dave Alvin w·a s from real crossover success-if Led Zeppelin's "Kashmir"
polished but understated ' not sooner: where was the sandwiched between two
throughout, unttlhenppedinto promotion for "Eye of Fatima, . dissimilarinstnJmentals which
the . George Jones number at Part One" off last year's Our closed the set. But the coup de
Revolutionary grace was the Jerry GarciaBeloved
,. the end~ What an appetizer!
Van' s ·weetheart?WillVirgin'sretro- .penned "Loser" for the first
Camper
Beethoven is · a 'group of motion department fail to pick encore, played because of the
psychedelic punkfolk-rockers and plug sure winner like"All Grateful Dead comparisons.
who apparently have nothing Her Favorite Fruit" (or "David Tongue-in-cheek or not, m~ybe
~ better,to do than to try to earn Lowery d~s George Michael"r some day these California brats
a living playing songs with off this year's Key Lime Pie.
will have an audience. of
While the new work is comparable size.:.- they're
oblique titles and perpendicular
melodies. Whether it can be adeceptivelystrongbutnatura l already of comparable worth.
considered bastardization or extensio~ of their last work, I
.not, theirversion ofPink Floyd's

~

Camper Van Beethove11
Camping ·. out in Paradise

II

a

-
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-close a deal
on an IBM PS/2
be£ore·the · .
ses
clo
er
est
·sem
•
·1nonyou.
.

.

Adrift in antediluria n
architectura l anomalies!
A./"""'
.

~

'

~~

-:;~

J-v- .
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.
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·,

-
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Reeling from
rush revisions!

)

1'
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.
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·
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.c-~

•

L,

---;::,

Caught in the cr11:sh ~f
chemistry cramming.

,-..,,.--

~

© 000TH 's9

~ ·J.
How're you going to do it?
0/

. /'-

· BEFORE YOU GET INTO DEEP WATERTHIS
SEMESTER, STOP BY THE-UNIVERSITY TECHNO LOGY
CENTER AND CLOSE A.DEAL ON A NEW IBM.
The University Technology Center ·
Room 14A
Thompson Hall
(603) 862-1328

.,____.

PS/2 it!
.

-~---- ---- ------ - - ------~-,
~
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Unlversit

Co m ics

SUfERGUY
ORIGIN STRf P PART T\JO
GR.EET INGS,

SURELY, .

. BOODY YOU J'UST

YOU l<NO\J
WHY I'M

HERE.

STRUGGLING

Kurt E.. Krebs

hy

YOUNC:

JUMPED our Of
MY DRAVING
TABLE'. \JHY DON'T
rou, Tt LL M£ !?!

r~·.,-:

CARTOONIST.

.

NlN'T YOU ·
REMEM3ER
TH.E VOICE IN
YOUR Hf'AD?:
''IF YOU DRAV
.HIM, HE \JJLL
COME.''

TH£ "vo,c.E? ...
YOU 6tE1<,
. THAT'S FROM
. A BASE"SALL

OH, REALLY ? FOR6tT IT!
WELL, AS LON6 .I'M LEAVIN6!
AS I'M HERE, THIS lS MY
HAVE YOU 60T
ANYTHING TO

FANTASY MOVIE'
THIS IS A ·

f.AT? I'M HU~III'

CARTOON, NOT
SOME SORT Or .

FREAK SHOW?

CARTOOI/~!

~~~iVitJiiiilii~~-:

I
I
I
I

-~ 1.:'-;:I

\

~,

__ , I/

1-11/tTLr.'
UN FOR YOUR LIV£$".
~

....

F!UNl<EN STE/N

__._R_/ Ne,-,, \,. .

$ .11,r/

P1,1M1>1a_l

. P()lHiP!
S't.~
.S-t:Jc
Pul{c

i:5 A. POOR. . · .
· ·· CAPITALIZE ·()
~fl IN " A
·.
;w P-BfT ,
0~/C ·

WELL, HAVE A flAP?Y
HIJLLOW£EIY' EY£RYoh' £f

EY-rH1s· I>

.

----!"""""'

~~~ B fv1,

Cl(IJ.

I
~

·'Deatfi in Heaven - 'Ifie Media CfiiCd by Jeff !Harris
'J<..NOW,

NT
N
op_

TO

JU5T

PA

.

BAc;:KGR<?

\ .

TI"!1£5.
ING .5£RIOU

VER £A5Y.

£ WUD

U HOW

'VE GONE.

E

100

HA RfHLY, o
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·MISTER BOFFO .
. by Joe Martin

Mark Alan ·stamaty
,,. ~ES\DES, MODERN
INCUMBENCY MA\NTENANCE
TECHNOLOGY JS NEARLY I'

~-

\Nf=Al\...\eLE ! ~usTL00.K

AT THIS NEW SE/\\)'TY
~~o~ OUR: ~A\..\..
-~R<:>D~C~ L\NE~.,-;;-~· ~~-

~-t·~-....

~

INCUMBENT _

.SECURITY) AS
KNOW, IS

YOU

THE C>RIVING
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. earn $8,000-SIO,OOOrunning .
you·r own business this su1m .m. er.

. -..PRESENTS
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'
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~) 4 7 Main
St. ·,' Durham
' . ,
.···
,w

A student ID or recreation , , .

·pdss.rp~st_~e .?hqwn to the
supervisor dt all open skating ·
periods. Only on weekends ·
may a guest pass be
pt'.irchased, $2,50 for adults .
anc:r'S·l :so ·for children .

. Weekend Open Skating Begins Oct. 28,·1989
Weekday :.O penS~~ting.BeginsOct.~30·, ~989 . ·.

·•

'

c~:llege Pro is see.king qualified'indhtiduals frnm·all majors. No pre- . ;
·· vious P,ainting ·expe·rien~e·is required. ·
Complete the aua·ched card or ·call College Pro Painters: in Mass. ·
·1~aoo-4_24-2468; o
. utside M~ss. 1-80~~346-.4649. · -·. :·_;-. / · ~ · TM· .

'

' .·

Your rejic;lble
home painte_rs·
·•.

.

. As any business professional will' tel-i you, there's' no su:bstitu,te for
· hands-on experience~ College Pro Painters offers you a uni·que
chance to gain.that experience thj:s summer as the manager of a · .
·College Pro franchise : VV,e not.only offer management training and ·
·, credit backing; we pr-civide yo.u with·consultation add supp0rt
·
throughoutthe·surilmer. If you're a highly motivated student
seeking a challenging and _rewarding summerjdb,·College·_pro ~
offers you on·e of the few truly entrepreneurial experiences·avaflable
· this sum·mer.

.-

Col.ge ·Pro,
:·.

"·

'

,~·.✓ ,,

~-. ·
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l i ~ li~ll ll i '
.R oland J:i.ino 60 polyphonic,
programmabl e synthesizer. ·
60 full size keys. ·oesign your
own sounds.
Gary 868-1144 $250

"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT .
SEIZED VEHICLES from $).00.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
ch~vys. Surplus'Huye rs· Cuide.
1-602-838-88 85 Ext. A 18587

complete w/ butterfly and leg
attachments $650 or B.O.
868-2803
81 Ford Mustang White w/ red
interior exceilent stereo w / .
· ·
equalizer,
sunroof, inspectable
·
$695 orB.O. .
964:-6459

Female Wanted! ,
· Space for .rent in Newmarket
house,
2nd semester and/or summer.
rent at $205/month plus
utilities.
Roomy, cable TV, on Kari-Van
\
route. .
No pets or smokers.
Call Leslie or A.hi at 6$9-2386.

Low

Female Roomate for Rochester
EQUESTRIAN OPPORTUNITIES:
Condo, Two bedrooms; 1 1 /2
WORKING STUDENT
VACANCIES AT GREEN ACRES ·. ,baths,
fireplctce, country setting, de.c k;
STABLES, INC. This area·s
leading show stabl~ is hiring and .yard, $350/ month includes
utilities 332l 5384, 659-5595
can schedu.le hours per student
needs. CALL DENNIS OR
ROOMMATES NEEDED for large
MICHELLE 742-3377.
riverfront home in Sol.i'th
ICE HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
\ Berwick, ME. Fifteen minutes to
ATTENTION- HIRING!
28" WAIST LONG PANTS;, SHORT'
.
. UNH. $300fmonth
'· G~~ernment jobs- your ai:ea'.
PANTS, -·
plus .share in utilities. Call 384Many immediate openings
TOP-OF-LINE KNEE/SHIN PADS,
5981
•without waiting list or test
MORE
. . /
·•
$17,840-$69, 485: C~l l,-6028p8-l94'i,' eves or 862-2713 days
ATTENTION: Gov:ernment names
83~·- 8885 ext. 18587.
. ,
_,·. fmn1 · $ l :(U-:r::ep.ai·r). . .
,F0R.SM...E: 12-sp'eed. Fuji, rriodel
· '
/·£p~perty.
.
•
tc~
.:Delinquent
.,
.
r~·;:·=
nfferDi~co.ve
ike.to
l
_Would
·
'TEAM FUJI, .metallic-brow n
· Re,p9ssess·i ons, Cal} · ,
CFeditCards? Are you av:¢lable,
Wf:th goldU-kai rims .- emly $2251
1-602-838::.88 85 EXT. i~H i8587
· for- only a · few hoim~/week? lf so,
Ifthterested, call
, . call l--8Q0'..932 70528 ext; 4 . . W,e'll
-Matt at 7.43-6872.~>1
N~wJwo bed;~om ·ap~rt~ent. 1
pay-·you as much as $ lO;0Q/hr.
1 /2 baths, washer-dryer hookup.
Only ten positions available, ·
1987 VW GOLF GTI, 16-vru.ve, ,
i::.arge kitchen with range, '
beautiful marron coupe, .56K mi.,
refrigerator, dishwasher.
Durham environmenta l grou:p
$6,000. Call 772.,3205 e~enlhgs.
Passive solar, Woodstove, free
needs pM-Ume office help·.
. firewood, electric; backup, Large
Applicant will prepare mailiµgs,
Honda Acc_o rd $965.00
·
fenced y~d, lovely _wooded
type an~:l anser the telephone.
J\ir conditioning, New Brakes, .
setting. No smoking, no pets, .
· H.9urs ar,e 4-8 p.m., Mondayq.9od Body,
$695 per month. Ten miles west
Thui-sday'. Salary is $5.00 per
Extra Tires 742-5197 Eves
of Durham 942-5427
, hour. Call Linda Rhines at 8681496 to schedule an i~tel'View.
C9mputei" for Sale PC-Xf 8MHZ,
"Roommate, Portsmouth, non-·
640 KMem
smoker, no pets, clean, . ,
EXCELLENT SUMMER &
20 meg HD DRV, 360 K Floppy
responsible, student or '
.
CARREER OPPORTUNITIES now
DRV,
,, .,
professional for in-7:t' own
available for coliege student and
''High RES Monochrome Monitor,
roomy home on Karivan. Call forr
graduates wiili Re-sort H9tels, ·
Software
·
Cruiselines, Airlines, Amusement details after
$756:oo 603-428-783 0
5:oo: 436-0688"
Parks and Camps. For more
information and art application:
1976 Dodge Colt. MUST SELL.
N E ~ 2BR, $480 per
write National Collegiate
Good Condition;
;,
month includes
8074;
ro·Box:
Service;
Recreation
· runs well. 95K minimal ·rust·Heat, off-street parking and<'is-on
Hilton.Head SC 29938.·
just moved
··
the Kari-van.
f~Virginia: $3~ or b.o.
Please Call 868-228,1.
Childcare Assistant wanted for ·
659-551.8
after-school program in a. ,
2 roommates needed for spring
Montessori school in Stratham.
.8 4 OMC S-15 pickup, standard
semester, nonsmoker.
opportunity!
learning
Great
'·
trans, 4 cw
Newmarket
Work-:study position: $5.50/
AM/FM
tuned,
Just
64k miles,
location, 150.00/mo including
hour. Monday 'through Friday 3cassette $2500
heat/hot water-.--.Call Kelly or
5 PM, flexible. Reply to The .
868-2322
Colle~n
Cornerstone School, 146 High
. at 659-8447. ·
Street, Stratham, NH 03885;
FOR SALE: \980· chevy monza •
·
.
,
.
./'~
772-4349,
'
'· ··,
sedan
RbOMMATE WANTED-fem ale,
good condifion, automatic
non-smoker for spring semester.
OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-$2000
· AM/FM ca~sette stereo
· Own
. mo . .Summer, Year round, All
contact Deb at 207-64(;>-9162
room, walking distance- great
countries, A]1 Fi~.lds. Free info.
house- must see! .Please call
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-NHOl,
. .
1981 Datsun Wagon .
.
868-3890
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. ·
Good Running ~ondition~3'2
MPG on Highway
Artists Studio:.. Portsmouth
· Woi;k Study Job- Exeter Public
Passes Inspection- No Work ·
good light, high ce~lings,
· Library. $6 per hour, shelving,
_
Need~d
well insulated, ,(non-live in)
shelf reading, and other tasks.
$650, Ron, 335-3613
Rent Negotiable
Contact the UNH Financial Aid
Call: 436-7882
·
omc~ for more info.
Vintage Dresses- Large ·
Assortment of Vintage
ROOMATE WANTED - to share
Are you iooking for extra income
. dresses, never worn at $10 each.house with 4 others 3 miles from
this semester? We have part
cash.
campus in LEE.· Own .room,
time/ fu11 tirµe sales,positions
All Sales final, no refunds, no
share bath and kitchen. Wood
available. Call 7 43-3261 after 5
returns, no
stov~s. wood floors, 71/2 acres of
details.
for
p.m.
exchanges. Call (603)- 659-5513 .
green grass!! Pets a maybe.
Plenty o' parking. Available
Office Worker Needed. One UNH
For Sale 19.84 Renault .Encore,
December 31. . Call 742-6287, o/
College Work Study position ·
.G ood _Cond, rustprf, 4 spd,
available at the Social Security
and leave message. ·
659-6341
AM/FM/Cass , 2 new tires.
office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
Beverly 862-1689 days, 692$6,00 per hour. Applicants must
5450
be approved for College Work
nights $1500
Study by UNH. Call 433-0716
and ask for Mr. White.
assette
C
.
BLAUPUNCT AM/FM
Typing/Word Processirig,
Car Stereo. Recently factory
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
Professional Quality, very
cleaned. Cost new $300, sell
READJNG BOOKS! $32,000/
reasonable prices, spelling ·
$ 100 firm. Also, COBRA
year income potential, Details: 1- accuracy included. Call
answerphone machine, $25.
. 602-838-8885 Ext. BK 18587. ,
Margaret Moran, 742-2037,
679-:8362
Dover~
1983 4WD SUBARU WAGON,
INSPECTED, HIGH MILES ·BUT
G.OODLOCAL
TRANSPORTATION. $500.00 .
868- 1947 eves
or 862-2713 days.

Soloflex Exercise machine

Barrington mother of 2 seeks
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and Jeni Thanks for. making my
semester s6 much fun so far! I
think you're all the best and
looking forward to the rest of the
.
semester and a great year! ~
· Marcy (P.S. I hope I got everyone·
.and spelled your names rightlll)
· Also; H:H.(111) to Hunter 1st and
3rrl and Seppiel

infant or toddler to care for her
'bright, roomy home full or part .
time~ 10 min from campus. I
· have all necessary furniture &
toys, call 664-.5 501 days. · :- , ·

I'm

1

•

WRITING-RESEARCH-EDITING .
Versa:iile, eXIJer.t stl:).ff. Fast
service, reaso·ri.;b·le ~ates: 800331-9783 ext.888

;,

HALABY - hey silly sally I11 I love
you! And Mr Satriani too. Let's
go to the movies!! Or we could ' just make whoopee!! (But Pat
might not like that!) Call and
visit's oon. I miss yoq~ -Leaning ·
to~er .qf Piza is leaning more.

PROFESSIONAL 1YPING- for
students and professors. $ Li5/
page. Pick up and delivery in
Durham available. Call Jo-Anne
I
at .332 -6162.'
TYPING/WOR D PROCESSING·, '
Professional. quality, very
reasopabk prices, spelling
accuracy included. ,Call
Margaret Moran, 742-2037.

SAS ... I brought the Munc4kinsl
' Is· Hunter Hall psyched for thi.s
weekend?

Professional Word Processing,
Resume Writing, Editing and
Writing Eiervices. Discount rates
for students: A:H.H. ~xecutives .
692-5~69 7 days/week.

PWSH CQNCERT NOVEMBE*
2ND 8:00 P.M. IN THE GRANITE .
STATE ROOM, MUB. COME
DANCE TO BLUES, ROCK,
FUNK, JKZZ ... AND SUPPORT' "
SEVERAL CAMPUS

ORGANIZATIONS. AN,.' . ,. '·
·TYPIN.G/WORD ·PROCESSll'Jp , .
EXCELLENT BA:r,,l.O FROM UVM
~ro,fession~l Q.u ahty·; ·very'<:
. .,.WHO HAVE .PLAYED IN .
:·reasonable. pn~es; spelling : . . ; ,BOST.ON, NEW YORK Cl1Y, A.NI)
·~ccqiacy irtcluded. CallMargaret . MOREi.ii 'ADVANCE TI,CKETS.· .· · ·.
Moran, 742-2037, Dover. •·· . ·.
.$5.QOATTHE TICKET OFFICE, ,.
MUJ:3 $6.00 AT THE DOOR A
6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA of
DANCING BASHINGLY FUN
·
868Street.
Durham. 44 Main
TIME NOT TO BE MISSED!
1700. Open Monday-Frida y . 10
SPONSORED BY THE NEW
a.m . .- 7 p.m. . Saturday 11 a:m.
HAMPSHIRE OUTIN.G CLUB.
- 2 p.m.
I

WORD PROCESSING . Services
include resumes, papers, reports, ·
desktop pub\ishing, mailing
. lists/labels, trans~ription.
··' Quality. guaranteed. Student ·
discounts plus 10% off for new
clients. Pickup and delivery
ayailal?l~. falLCi.µdy a,t W9rds. &
: Mor~-.it (207} 324-18j4,_ : · ·: ,,-

Mereo.i th- The Chines;with th~ir
,love' of precision anci balan~e are
tile originators of this unique
position where each p~ner ,
mutually supports each other
while scaling the heights of
ecstasy. ·
SO WHA:rs IT LI~,
MEREDITI-1?? ,__ -·~oaph
~ .EY YOU DOVER GUYS!
' When ~e you going to shave
those ugly mustaehesl ·
Love X-Sen Women

Get into Self-Oefense and
excersize at HWANG'.S SCHOOL
OF TAEKWON-DO, 42 Main
Street, Dover, 743-6500. Call
now for special semester rates.
For-Rent: Artist studio space,
Good Light, High Ceilings, Well~
Insulated. Portsmouth. Rent .

·i]~i!iriii~. :~! :i:1;
i

UNH's BEST SPRING -BREAKJAMAICA- MONTEGO BAY...
Don't be fooled by cheap
imitations! Call KIRSTIN or
.
RENEE 8~8-2177.

.1
DELTA ZETA
Don'tforget about.OUR , Pancake
·
'
Breakfaiit · ' , ' ·
,Sat. november 4, 1989 . · .
Tickets $2.00 Buy them from
pledges or at house.
DELTA ZETA
Pancake Breakfast
Saturday November '4, 1989
9AM-12PM $2.00

BETHERE

, 1~11111111 ~,
HAPPY ~LOWEEN Kringle~
Pall (I think you're AWESOME!)

0

To the slime who broke int~ my
, apartment Thursday night, ate
my food, played my stereo, drank
my wine, and stole my pumpkin:
You are dead meat. I am going to
find you and kill you and your
.fa,mily. How dare you invade my
horriel w_hat were you thinking?
are someone I know; you
If
are sc~m. If I don't know you,
you're just plajn sick. Either way
you~~ dead. we;ll -find you ~d
.yoµ will be sorry. Asshole.

you

HAPPY HALLOWEEN Kerri,.
Seawa:n, Jen, Michelle, Tessie,
Beth, Kristin, Jen, Melinda, .
Sharyn, Shawne, Jen (JT),
Melissa, Rebecca, Lee, Allison,
Terri, Kathy, Sara, Stephanie, ·
. Laura, Claudine, Kri!?tin, Maria,
Chris, Thristine: Jen, Nicole,
Sheila,..Priscilla, Maureen,
Susan, Kelly, Julie, Jen; _Study
Lounge (hal), Kelly, Hannah
· Banana, me, Linda, Holly, Katie,
Suzanne, Tracey, Sahara, Julie

•We love out Phisl· Love the sister~
·
·
·
o(PhiMu ·
'

.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN 2B-XSENII
ESPrECIALLYTO MY FAVORITE.'.
"DUMB
ASS"'l I KNOW THINGS
.
.
HAVENT BEEN
· GREAT, BUT:NO MATIER WHAT
HAPPENS . .
I LOVE YOU, BUDl-"Smar t Ass"
Happy Hallowf!en to the Sisters
and Phis of Phi Mu
,
TeechHere'.s your personal, Ok? Now
will you be nice to me??
-CT

.

Snuggles,
Have a great halloween night
with m~. your grisky goblin.
This is to the cutie I met at
Wednesday's me~ting,
the one that lives in an
•unspecified area one dorm.
You know who I mean, the
person who claims to be one of
the few who reads "the whole
paper•. Do you read •the
personals? 'I ( you do,
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ESSA.VS&:
REPORTS

Paula, Beth, Liz. Carol,
Kristin ...just cause I'm nev~r.
around, _don't think I've forgotten.
you guys! How was your
.weekend?!? HapW Halloween! .
Hey Mi-. Studmuflln... How's
Neighbour Rosicky??

19,278 to choose from - ali subjects
' rder _Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

·· . 800-351-0222
in Cal if. ,213i 4n.a2 26

Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave~#206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also availa,ble;-all levels

BOB, DONT BE · LONELY.
I'M SURE YOU HAVE FRIENDS.
MAYBE 'THEY'RE NICE
LOOKING.
Jonathan- OK. •• I'lllll
up

take you

tt::=:=:=:=::::::;:;;:::;:;:=:=:==:;;tl on th~t favor I owe you, which
_ ____::/-.,----

you so kindly stated in my brand
- -- - ~ - - upankin' new directory ...

~

Save up to:
50% on lift tickets, dining,

\

accornodations, ski ·

Use it,onceand it's paid fort .
· Use it often and Save HundredS!

•

Mqre Info. ..,
Accounting Students Association ·
IT WILL BE THE EDUCATIONAL
(ASA) meeting
EXPERIENCE OF ·
Tuesday, Oct. 31, 12:30-1:30, ·
YOUR LIFETIME I BE IN
Rm308 ·
WASHINGTON ON
.
NOV 12 FOR THE PRO-:CHOIOE
MARCH. BUSSES
LEAVING FROM.DURHAM.
· CALL EVELYN BY NOV 1
862-5546 FOR MORE INFO.

.
Seacoast ·
Crisis Pregnancy Center

·.

'Regular $50, ·
.
Students Pay $20

Coll~ Bob -Dupuis 868-5297 Ask about f_
ree bo.nus cards

FREE &. CONFIDENTIAL
testlns

• P"'llf\llncy

• coumdlng &. Information
•

~

BUpport

We Care!

. HOfLINE 7494441
90 Washington Street
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

y

For only $1 you can send a
Crush to your Crush,
delivered anywhere on Campus,
November 1st at the
MUB betwt;en 11-3 and
Philbrook between 1-6.
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!!
Order, of Omega Applications are
available now.
See your Chapter president or
ickone· u

McConnell: BRING YOUR DUES!

.

Hey JACK THE STRIPPER - Hope
you "g~t it up" for
breakfast next time! '.
, Love the E3
Foxes
MORfAR BOARD meeting for
ALL .member.s ·
TONIGHT at 9:30. Root)l 013,
floor B,. mmond,Library.
Mortar Board- Get involved!!

Donna E. - Smile and b¢ happy.
Love, Mic-belle ·
·
Happy Halloween to all tpe
Greeks. Love, the sisters and
ph!s of Ph~ Mu.
Come .to JAMAICA THIS SPRING
BREAKIII- Don't be one of the
few left behind. Party it up at·
MONTEGO BAY OF take your
girlfriend/boyfriend to romantic
NEGRIL to the White Sand
. Beaches
'
(rated by Playboy as one of top 3
beaches in the world) for as little
as $439 COMPLETEIII Call
kathleen at 868-2669 or Tiin at
868-1103
or stop by MUB, -oct 31, 10-2.
Phi M~ Spirit Never Diesi Phi
MU: Spirit Never Diesi · Phi MuSpf:rit
Never Diesi

NEED ·TO GET A
MESSAGE OOT TO
THE .UNH
COMMUNITY?

well,

let's go out sometime. DNDY

Need. Help?

·

~ ~~ ~;~~~~~~~~:h'~~~;,s.

DAVE GREEN - he.re it isl! Have
you pic.k ed up your dry-cle,aning
yet? HAR HAR Come over for that
banana bread soooooon. HEEE ·uisa._.

Pregnant?

· SKI CARD IN:TERNATIONAL

Nff-N•-··

at ·the Student Activities Office.
Application
deadline is nov. 8.
.
---------------Join the.Pro-Choice movement in
Washington wjth thousands of
other
Americans on Sunday November
12th. Busses
will leave From Durham
Call Evelyr,- at 862-5546 For·

STU, THE TALL GUY WITH THE
BLACK HAIRAND GREEN
EYES ... HAPPY HALLOWEEN -

The New Hampshire
is the best place to start!

For advertising information: ·
· (603) 862-1323
Room llOB
Memorial Union
Building
.Durham, N _H 03824

Party on in Seville!!!
We miss·you
·
back here!!!
DODREE& ··
THE TATTOOED WOMAN

Have you sent a Crush to your
Crush?
Send a Crush to your Crush on - - -...
November 1st between
.1 f-3 at the MUB and 4-6 at ·
Philbrook. Delivered
,..,. anywhere on Campus for $1.
Jeanne- is it past Thursday_yet?

GEMENT
TRAINING
PROG
. J

Graduating "seniors . .If you· are interested in a career Dpportunity ~
that will allow you to stay in the Northeast, while working ·for a
· fast~paced, dynamic-company, then you may want to talk with us.
We're Hannaford Bros. -Co., · Northern New England's
l'argest food and drug retailer, with annual sales over ·$1.5 billion
an9 a track record · of continued, outstanding success. Our
current marketing territory ·is Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,·Massachusetts and New York. ,.
· Aimed at developing pcomisi_ng individuals into senforri)anagers,
our Retail Management Training Program .is thorough, intensive
and demanding. Only~ -few top caliber people are chosen each
·
year to join thi~ fast-track program.
• -To qualify for consideration into this program, candidates
must have:
·
• A four-year -~ollege degree
• Demonstrated leadership .
.
l ated. grade average
• 3.0 or better acc-u mu_
• Outs_
t anding· _
c ommun·i cation skills
We are currently scheduling interviews for November 7th
From 8:30AM-4:45PM at the Career Placem'ent Office
at 203- Huddfeston Hall
.
.. Please .stop by and join us!

HANNAFORD B.R OS. CO.
Corporate .Recru iting ·Offices
PO Box 1000
· · Portland. Maine 04104 ·
"An Equa l Opportunity Employer"

PHOTO STUDE~ LOOKING
FOR MUSICIANS/BANDS TO PHOTOGRAPH FOR PROJECT.
COMPLIMENTARY, PROMO
SHOTS NEOOTIABLE . .
INTERESTED CALL 7 42-6491.
PREGNANT? MAYWE ADOPT
· yoURBABY?
. Couple with 15 years _o f
rparriq.ge, one child ,
$ secure, large countty home.
P>O> Box 31 Franklin, NH
- 03235
""~

I

· "Campus Reps Needed" -earn big
commissions and
free trips by selling Nassau/
Paradise Island; Cancun; Mexico,
Jamaica & Ski trips .to Vennont ·
& Colorado. For more
. information
'
call toll free 1-800-344-8360 or
· in Ct. 203-967-3330.
Professional Wo_rd Processing for
your
reports, documentation, . '
manuscripts, thesis,
etc. Experienced, ·efficient,
reasonable
·rates, quick-returned. Call Flash · ·
Fingers
,
·
(Janet Boyle), 6 _5 9-3578~
T-shirts $19, Sweatshirts $22,,
See Ray or
_
Brian at Kappa Sig 868-9855. Or
go to the tabel on Main Street.
· every
-friday ..
Friends don't let Friends Drive
. Drunk. Call ·
.SAFE-RIDES : 862-1414. · Friday
& Sat.. nights
from 10 PM to 2 AM. ·
MOBILIZATION FOR WOMEN'S
LIVES., NOV 12. Don't
Just H~ar it on the news. be there
yourseifl
Busses Leave From Durham
For more info call . . E,velyn 8625546 by
Nov 1
BOB, YOU'RE A ·REAL
SWELL GUY.. _DON'T GIVE UP,
CAUSE YOU HAVE FRIENDS.
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Field hockey stops
Eagles .in.flight, 3-J:
Brady nets two goals for the 'Cats
team could muster up the
Score-wise it was a necessaty push to actually net
slow beginning · for the fiel~ the ball; both · UNH and BC
hockey women, with Bostori competently defended their
College netting the ball for the _goals against frequent shots.
In the second half,'
first time in the 22nd minute of
the gai:ne. UNH, after what Longadmitted, the'Catsstarted
turned out to be a.fruitless half a little panicky, but soon
for its side. of the scoreboard, regained their composure. At
· realized success depended 4:21, and then again at 15:32,
c;pitalization ·of -Karen Brady, assisted by
upon
opportunity. Coming back Shelley Robinson and Brenda
strong in the second half, they Canning, drove the ball home
exited the . game with a 3-1 · for UNH. The final goal came
from .Liz Brickley in a one-onvictoiy over their opponent.
"We played well," said .one at 19:59.
- ·"This is the first time
s.e nior Jorie Long. With only 35
minutes of play left ahead of .. we have been solidly victorious
them, ~the Wildcats needed- to , •down at BC, "·said Head Coach
show more of the strength and Marisa Didio. "BC is by . no
aggre~sion which,has led them means a weak team. We could
to fhe many triumphs this · have let the first-goal get to tis,
[instead] it was a vety positive
season.
·
·
"BC came out fired up game for us."
"Theteamisamazing,"
·
and ready to play us," noted
midfielder Kim Zifcak. A senior· said Lo~g. who rs ending her
planning to return for her flfth fifth and final· year ,with the
year with the team, Zifcak team. One of three ·seniors
· commented on the pace in the graduating this December,
Long is making plans for
initial stages of the match.
school
"Itwasaggressiveplay, graduate
back and forth up the field," · simultaneouslyhopingtoteach
sne said. Even though neither and coach · a team herself. ·
By Liisa Reimann

Despite being.c runched along the boards. Vermont couldn't
· bit hud enough for the Wildcats (Be.n :frazi~r photo).

Men's cross

. "I'mhickyt~have·come
back and played, [but now] I
have· to µiove on," she said.
But it isn't quite over
yet. · The 'Cats have one last •
game to play before they_can
callitquitsthisyear. Preparing
for a battle at Northeastern
University tomorrow, UNH has
set its -sights on · a ,v ictoiy.
AccordingtoDiciio, should they
· indeed win, the 'Cats will
emerge as. the ,sole North
Conference
Atla~tic
Champions.
"It's a .veiy-important
game for us, we need to wy.1,"
s.aid Zifcak. stressing· that the
'Cats are as ready.and ·e ager to
·
piay as ever.
This game could also
·
give the team a well-deseived
NCAA bert:Ii.. According to Oidio
only 12 of the nation's teams
can make th_e tournament. ,
"We're in good sha~
tight . now," said Didio
optimistically.
"It's not going to be
easy," concluded Long. "We'll
have to fight to the end. But
we're vety capable." ,

coiiritry_,,

finishes 10th'

. 111■1111141111.km.•

/
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championship race~. ,
"We didn't reach our
The men's cross
country team finished I 0th in goal of sixth," said Boulanger.
be
cannot
we
England "But
New
the
Championships last Friday at disappointed. We are happy to
Franklin Park in Boston. The have cracked the top ten."
noted
Boulanger
1989 season marks the first
1
time that the Wildcats. have . superior performances by J:
·· ··, •:::::.:• .... ::::
posted atop lOpositioninNew Landvoy and Hall, and :i!i!}i;i)!i:i!!!:!!)i)\i
England rankings . since Jil!l emphasized an all out effort by )}}i(/)\}}
Boulanger's tenure as .head the five senior runners: \: :::)tt:::::J•
Beatiley, Steve Crainer, P~J. :•:•:-:-:-:-:•:·:•:•:•:-:-:•:•:•:•:
coach.
Randy Hall continues Giampietro, Hall, and_Landvoy. :l;lf(f~ ~ li!f ~ ~! \l;~~l;ilf
to do~inate for the Wildcats as Boulanger asserts the efforts of
he fmishe'd eighth in the race the seniors as a key ingr~dient
with a time of 26:01. Hall's in attaining a new level of · .. ,.,.
finish gives him certain All- intensity in the '89 season.
The 'Cats have a -week
New England honors in what ·
has been a dynamic year for off to get mentally prepared for
the senior co-captain. Ryan the NCAA Qualifier/IC4A's held
Landvoy was the second at Waveney Park in- New
Wildcat tofinish .placing 55th Canaan, CT on Saturday,
- at 2-7:31. Landvoywas followed . November 11. The race includes
by teammates Andy Charron 35 fo~40-teains throughout the
(27~39), Dan Beauley (27:56), east. The team·- is looking to
improve upon last year's 29th
and Dave Beauley (27:58).
By finishing 10th at the _ place finish by placing in the
.~
New Englands . the Wildcats. top 2.0 .
"I honestly believe the
µave attained a consistent topten. ranking. but have had to next race will be our best," said
claw in Boulanger.
· scratch and
By Frank A.

1
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Hall continues to
.dominate
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Crew keeps o~s
inwaier until the·
spring -season

I

: By Donna Litalien

to let up pressure. Oars clashed
·T he men and women's and the boats barely escaped a
crew teams . ended their fall collision.
races this past weeke_n d at the _
Chris Allsopp, - head
Dartmouth
Invitational coach for the men, did not
Regatta.
Six schools protest, but commented that .
participated in the race, each "the incident.h1;ITt our chances
having two or more boats in the _of winning."
event. ·
Allsopp .was very
The men's varsity boat pleased and excited about his ,
finished second, · behirid crews.
· Dartmouth, with a . time of
"Their tiµies were
15:54. UNH was able to pass competitive, . it was n,ot -a
two boats, but couldn't get any question of just suIViving," he
closer to Dartmouth who said. 'They rowed a good race."
fmished nineteen seconds · in
The second varsity
·
front.
boat, which _had three novice _
After a shaky · start, rowers, was also praised by
high tensions arid . _,a near Allsopp. "T~erace.wasadeflnite
collision with a Tufts boat hurt improvement from last year,"
the varsity men. Jeff Philbrook, · he said.
·
·
senior rower, felt the boat
In the won;ien·~ race.stumbled af the start.
the varsity . fmished a ~trong .
"Our nerves were fourth and the JV seventh. .Norm Ford charged over 168 ·JUU nrM-C . . aat...&ay ~"19.... Ula 'Cata te t.Mlr. 8fth
overruling our brains;" said
Both
crews are
victory in a row (Don Carlson'plaote).
Philbrook
.
finished racing for the fall, but
Approximately a mile will stay on the water training
into the race, a Tufts boat cut for the spring season.
in front of UNH causing them '
J

1

UNH swimming looking for
quick st(J.rt off the blocks
'

~

.....

'

By-~Mark 'Miller

of swimmers, twenty-five group of freshman are great,
.· Since the second week freshn:tan on a team of flfty- but it's hard to predict how
in September the' UNH varsity four, under the coaching and things will go right now."
Captains of the men's
swim team has been practicing direction of three year veteran
for -their ,fall season. The last of the·staff Brenda Skelley and team are Jeny Bailey, Brian
two weeks.- hav:e consisted' of t the recent addition ofassistant , Kabli.k, and Bob Quinn. The
women's captains are-Carolyn
double-sessions twice ii week, coach Fritz Bedford.
single practices three times a
"Jhey'rea tough teani, .. De,smi:lfais, Sue Ogden, and
week, and weight-training three said · captain ·: Carolyn Meghan McCarthy. Presently
times · a week. The team's · Desmarais, when asked about the team is fund-raising to
. peraeverance will be tested for the upcoming .mt'!et against sµpport - their . winter break
the first time o.n Friday, UConri. "We haven't beaten training _sessio1:1 in Ft.
November 3, at UNH against · them in the-four years that I've - Lauderdale, FI.A. The season
·University of Connecticut..
been swimming at . UNH, but ends here atUNH on February
'I;'he UNH team is we•n ·deflnitely be coµipetitive . 3 agatnstUMass. NewEnglands
. p~E"Aiominantly a yourig group We'vegota~otoftal~rit,andthe ·_ begin .February- 16 at UJ{l~ _ -
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FOOTBALL (conttnued from p. 28)
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·· "We weren't _~ya:rd touchdown run.

The

::i:e;:~tJ;::)tbe~:~? _driver covered 71 yards in only
five plays.
·
It took ju.st two plays;
we knew that they were going
to make some big plays,~ said a John Peny 53 .:.yard kickbff
Wildcat noseguard Sherm return and a Carr to Ford 3 4_
Beatty. "When they did make yard touchdown pass, for the
the plays, wejusthad .t9.piek ·cats to· reduce the deficit to
up the intensity level in the four points for the third time:
second half." -·
. . , But this time, the
Both.teams came out1 Wildcatdefensegottough. Tim ·
hot in the second half.. Within Byrne intercepted a-Gree·ri pass
a one milmte and 40 second at the NH 28-y:ard line. Then
spanearlyinthethirdquarter, when Carr was intercepted
the 'Cats scored twice and the three plays later, the Wildcat
Terriersonceto:makethes·~ore defense got the ball right back
28-24.
as_Will Tychsen picked up a
The 'Cats cut the lead fumble on the NH 26-yard line.
to 21;-17 on a four play, 26With four minutes
yard drive set up by .a bad elapsed in the third quarter,
snap on a BU punL Ba!JY Fordranfiveyardsaroundright
Bourassa caught on a 18-yard · , end to give the 'Cats a ,lead (31,pass from Mark Carr or,i fourth 28) for the first time since early
and three for the score.
in the game. .
I
BU came right back ~
o th fiO11 · ·
and increased the i'ead to 11
n . e
owmg
points on a Jay Hiliman four- . possess~on, UNH linebacker

r

;

1

i

l!IJ

I I Iii.

I

Duane qrad~ ma4e one ofth~

, !irJ!~y=n~ ~:-= · : e ~ ~;~yard l~ne. Hillman took a
handoff and was immediately
hit _by Grade for a three yard
loss, ·rorcing the Terriers · to
punt.
,T}:le ·'Cats:took over at
their 26 and three· plays later
led 38-28 .. It was ·an Ford in the
drive: as he .ran .for _gains of .
four, I 0, ·a nd then·60 yards for
th~ touchdown.
.
·
All the Terriers could
accompfish after that was a
50-yard touchdown pass fron,.
Greene to Todd Farrell on the
last play ofthf game to mak~
. the final ~core 38~35.
According to Pp}@er,
the big play in the game was
the tackle by Grade on.Hillman.
· "Th~t was the turning
point in- the game," he said.
"That kind of put the nail in the
coffin." ·
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A brawl, like this one Saturday night, is a rare occurrence in Snively Arena (Ben Frazler
·
photo).

Hoc key ska tes shar p
.

.

.

'Cats glide to home open er
victor y over UVM, 5~3

1981,· when they knocked· off Millham.
-By Brian Brady
N<?t }~qrpJ:!si!}g~Y,,
_
Concordia. .
~ When --- the - mep; s
the rest of the
and
Millham
·
Verniont;s
However~
h9ckeyteamfo und themselves
a sct,lflle.
began
Catamounts
little
a
created
Jagod
Scott
doftwoperiods
tied2-2attheen
Saturday night against UVM, excitementbyfr ringashotfrom The· scuffle did not get out of
they did something which has along the boards just, -i nside hand though, in· large ,part
the blue iine which .deflected because few p·unches were
~ notbeenastron gsuitforrecent
UNH teams-they dug down off junior defenseman . Kevin thrown. With all players
and
helmets
Dean's stick and beat Junior wearing
deep and pulled it out.·
would
_
"I was very pleased goaltender Pat Morrison to close face mas~ punching
, have accomplished nothing.
with the way they approached the .UNH lead .to 4-3.
The referee handed out
goal
Flanagan's
"After
the third period and played
in penalties, with
minutes
25
to
more
one
get
to
wanted
we
Bob
Coach
said
together,"
Kullen in reference to the ·cats put the game away," said UNH getting hit the hardest.
three · goal third, , which Kullen. "And then they get that Justsixsecond safterplaywas ·
res urned, Love scored his
propelled them to a 5-3 victory. cheap one on a defle~tion."
Kullen was able · to second.
"With the type of teams we will
· "The shorthanded
( play .t his year, most of the · breathasighof reliefandchalk
. the result' of ·a
were
goals
Winnes
when
.
victory
games will come down to the up the
of casualness arid·
combination
knocking
by
victoiy
the
secured
said.
he
~riod."
third
Mark home an empty net goal witb positloning,"Ku ll~nsaid. "They
· Sophomore
McGinn lead the third period 1:09 remaining to make the -weredeflating. Theproblem_will
charge by giving ·t.he 'Cats a ftp.al score s -~3. Scott Morrow be easily solved."
UNHtieditattw owhen
lead they would not relinquish and Flanagan assisted on
Riel Bellegarde scqred after a
at 2:46 when he fired shot Winnes' first tally.
'· Though the game Steve Morrow shot was kicked
past Vermont . goalie Mike
Standings
'
into' somewhat of· an in.to the , air by Millham and
fumed
f
I0feetinfronto
Millhamfrom
show in the final . junior Riel Bellegarde punched
offensive
3-2.
score
the
make
to
.net
the
points
24
1. Matthews and Combs
Freshman Greg Klym assisted period, it did not begin that the puck into the net. Flanagan
23 points
2. Jason Call
way as neither team scored in also assisted on the.goal. It was
·
on the goai.
Bellegarde's -: first goal -in two
·
the opening ped<><;l.
goal,
(1
Flanagan
Joe
.
21 points
3. Erica Davis
"We had three walk- years.
2 assists), also ~ sophomore,
21 points
The . oddest
Ed Frankovic
took McGinn's cue and added ins and we didn't score," said
was · that
goal
the
to
·
footnote
out
feeling
a
was
"It
Kullen.
like
seemed
,
timewhat, at the
20 points
5. Ron Gagnon
an insurance goal five minutes period. We had good chances Bellegarde had suffered a mild
concussion earlier in the perlod
20 points
Matthew Berder
later. With a Vermont player in but just didn't connect." _
he was blindsided by
when
scored
Morrow
Scott
the penalty box, sophomore
20 points
Tom D'Espinosa
Steve Morrow (lgoa), I assist), the first goal of the season on lNM's Aaron Mill~r.
Belle garde left _the
who was situated at .the point the power ·p lay when he
the beginning of the
at
a
game
from
shot
in the Vermont _end, faked one backhanded in a
Reminder: · This week's quiz is worth
and his status for
period
third
Vermont
the
of
front
in
feet
few
of -the Catamounts and fed
is unknown.
games
upcoming
unassisted.
was
goal
The
net.
,
towards
skated
who
·
_,
Flanagan,
doiJb_Je points.
The riext hockey game
Vermont jumped on
the net and ·scored. Junior
Clarification: In question 10 each part is Chris Winnes (1 goal, I assist) top on two short handed goals will be Wednesday night at 7:00
by Ricker Love at 5:36 and 9:59 when the Wildcats play their ·
·
also assisted.
worth -~ points
Staked to a two goal respectively. Just prior to his Hockey East opener at League
lead, itappeared the 'Cats were second goal there was a brawl newcomer Merrimack. The ready .to waltz to their first· which was instigated - when game will be televised by New
senior David Aiken skated into England Sports Network.
~ - - - - , - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ .opening night victory since

.-*********************************

-Domino's Pizza
Sports Quciz
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Sports
'C ats top Te rri ers fOr''
fif th str ~ig ht wi n.3,8 -35
/

'

'

'

'

'

'

On the other side ·o f catch.
Late in the first .
Last Saturda y at theball,t heWildc atswerel ead '<
hit. Daren ~
Greeµ,e
.
quarter,
.
of
running
ed
Cowell Stadium the Wildcats by the hard-nos
·scoririg
yar#
;
two:
a
ith_
Altieri,w
nagging
battli,ng
Still
Ford.
and Boston Universi tyTerrier s _
14Terriers~
the
give
to
~trike
all
lead
ford
,
problems
knee
oned
old-fashi
got down to an
drive
the
in
play
big
The
lead.
3
shootout . When . the smoke . rushers with 168 yards on 32
was a spectacu lar catch by
· cleared, the 'Cats }came away carries.
Straught er that moved
.Brian
.
clefense
Terrier
·-The
with a 38-35 cornefiac k victory
from the · NH 43-yard
ball
the
16
yards-o~
51
to
_
Ford
held
streak
winning
their
to extend
to the one.
down
line
_
in
to five games. From the openmg carries in the first half, but
scored the first
Ford
,
up
~ked
1
p'
Ford
half
kickoff to the final gun, there the second
ns ·on a
touchdow
four
fiis
L
of
d
a60c-yar
including
7yards,
ll
the
in
wasn't a dull moment
the -BU
cut
to
game, which featured 972yard s touchdow n run that g~y.:~-the one-yard run
left in
7:44
with
14-10
to
lead
~ight
of combine d total offense and · 'Cats a l0pointl eadwitlf
,
half.'
first
the
.
play.
to
minutes
,
seven turnover s.
But the'Te,ni ers upped
. ,. "It was a matter pf
Three . ti,:nes the .
back-· to · 11 at
margin
the·
Ter,riers held '- 11 point - them wearing us down," said
Greene to
another
via
halftime
fresh,
were
we
advantag es, but'. the Wildcats Palmer. "When
this
wnpass,
touctido
Huffman
hey
ord,.butt
containF
wecould
a
kept coming back with
_ yards. UNH
-22,
covering
one
ffensive
o
_
physical
big,
a
have
Ford's
Norm
of
tion
combina
. Jone~ had
running and a strong pass rush line and they kept coming after cornerba ck . Ry~n
Greene
but
,
coverage
great
that registere d six sacks and us."
and
ass
µ
·
pe:i-fect
a
made
game,
the
of
most
For
on
applied constant ·pressure
heceover-t
madeani
BU quarterb ack Stan Greene. itappear ed that BU simply had Huffman
·
grab.
shoulder
down
r
him
firepowe
On a day in which the too much offensive
Ryan J~nes dives for BU•s receiver and takes
At halftuii~. Green had
·
successf ully (Don Carlson p11oto).
temperat ure rnse into the 70's, f<_:>r the 'Cats defense to h;mdle.
passecl for 239 yarc:ls.
akeady
·
BU
a
for
passed
who
.
Green,
their
used
the Wildcat defense
by the
depth to wear down the BU record 408 "yards, was Despite ~lid coverage
asstill
Greenew
s,
defender
'Cat
big
,the
consisten tly m~king
offensive line.
ons.
C(?mpleti
the
making
to.
had
he
when
plays
able
"It helped us to be
·
"We were kind of in a
The Wildcats jumped
to use four defensive ends and
shock," said Bowes. of
state
e,
fhrte defensive tackles," said out to' an early 3-0 advantag
of those passes, we
some
"On
ack
b
~eright_
erri~rsc
UNH Coach Bill Bowes. "On a . buttheT
there but they
tight
guys
had
Jead.
7-3
a
take
to
tto
hotdayli ketoday, you'vego
Ned Bruns returned were perfectly ·thrown. You
2,0 that."
~1 think that they ChuckGo ebel'skic koff55ya rds can't defend against that.
"But we regroupe d at
physicall ywore us down," said totheNH 36tosetu pthedriv e.
and came out and.
halftime
--·
the
from
goal
and
third
On
BU Coach Chris Palmer. "1bey
rbestove rall
obablyou
playedpr
d
scramble
Greene
18,
Wildcat
each
at
players
play sever,al
season)."
(this
football
of
half
Darvell
position, and that keeps you long enough for
end
the
in
open
get
to
Nuffman
ndfo rd th
26
"In the second half, we fresh and allows you to play
Footb all,
Pihl.
f
By Lisa
and make the touchdow n
zone
1
"
minutes.
60
for
hard
on.
dAnders
ther,"sai
gotittoge
eir · ina
Paying
home_game oJthe season, the "We had a beautifu l short
UNH women's soccer team
-h :._ passing game. We played a
'
t t e
s uffiere d a t ough 1oss
1 ·1y d i f''1erent game.
compete
t od
,
·
gh
.
th
_,
ur ay
Ya 1e Eli s on .S a tb
Urnortun ate1y, ou , wewere
.
,
d
11
1
2
Th
Yal
"
h
• .
afite moon.
e p1:1 ed
· e t o flmis
unabl
dt
,e - e1ea nngs
the Wild. cat s _season recor ~ out the 2 _1 win.
-Maura
Seni~rs
7-9-1, which will not qualify
~aughto n and Beth O'Conno r
them for post season play.
"It was a game we were had outstand ing final home ·
certainly capable of winning, " games, . as did junior Ellen
said UNH Head Coach Marge.
worked
Anderson . "Wedidn otplaywe ll. · Weinber~ They
as a unit in the first half."
team incredibl y hard at all _times,"
Neither
said Anderso n. "They were
dominate d the opening stance. focused, performe d weiI on the
With just 29 seconds left in the ._- offensive and defensive ends,
. period, Yale's Laura Valade and were aggressiv e.' Beth and '
scored off a Beth Kelley assist Maura played their last home .
- ·. togiveth eElisa 1-0advan tage. game in style. They're two
"That goal gave them · people this team will dearly
the mentalit y that they had to miss ...
continue to play well in the
playing well were
second halfto stay in the game," Carol Weston, Leah Deniger, .
said Anderso n. "1bey knew we and
Julie
goalkee per
were playing catch-up soccer." Leonhard t.
Yale did continue to
· "They came off the
play well in the second, netting bench and contribu ted energy
their game winning goal at the and together ness that was
11:46 mark. Pattie Jo Casey missing in the first half," said
fed Jill Pulley, whose right 1 Anderson . ·
·corner shot found the back of
This afternoo n, the
the net fo give a 2-0 advantag e. · Wildcat s will travel to
Diane· ·McLaugh lin kept New Dartmou th for their final game,.,
Hampshi re in the game when ofthe season.:m e match begins . The women's soccer team dropped a tough loss to Y-1e on Saturda y.leaving their last home
she headed a Maura Naughto n at_3:00. ,,
game of the season with a 3-i sco~e (Mike Parnham phot~).
feederpa stYalene tminderT ina
By Jeff Novotny

Ya le tro un ce s
Wi ldc ats , a-1

Wo men .dro p last hom e
, gam e of sea son
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